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FOREWORD:
1930s REDUX: THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE UNDER SIEGE

Gillian E. Metzger*

INTRODUCTION

Eighty years on, we are seeing a resurgence of the antiregulatory and antigovernment forces that lost the battle of the New Deal. President Trump’s administration has proclaimed the “deconstruction of the administrative state” to be one of its main objectives.1 Early Trump executive actions quickly delivered on this pledge, with a wide array of antiregulatory actions and a budget proposing to slash many agencies’ funding.2 Invoking the long-dormant Congressional Review Act3 (CRA), the Republican-controlled Congress has eagerly repealed numerous regulations promulgated late in the Obama Administration.4 Other major legislative and regulatory repeals are pending, and bills that would impose the most significant restrictions on administrative governance since the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) was adopted in

* Stanley H. Fuld Professor of Law, Columbia Law School. Many thanks to Jessica Bulman-Pozen, Ariela Dubler, Dick Fallon, Barry Friedman, Jesse Furman, Michael Hyman, Vicki Jackson, Jeremy Kessler, Tom Merrill, Henry Monaghan, Anne Joseph O’Connell, Eric Posner, David Pozen, Daphna Renan, Neil Siegel, Kevin Stack, Peter Strauss, Kristen Underhill, Adrian Vermeule, Laura Weinrib, as well as commenters at faculty workshops at Chicago, Duke, Harvard, and Penn law schools, for their very helpful (and speedy!) comments and suggestions — especially to those who willingly undertook multiple reads. Zachary Bannon and Eve Levin provided excellent research assistance. Particular thanks to the Harvard Law Review editorial board and staff for their excellent editorial suggestions and efforts in publishing this piece.


2 See infra pp. 9-11.


4 See infra pp. 10-11.
1946 — like the proposed Regulatory Accountability Act (RAA) — now stand a chance of enactment. This resistance to administrative government reflects antigovernment themes that have been a consistent presence in national politics since President Reagan’s election in 1980. But the immediate trigger for the current resurgence of attacks on the administrative state is the national regulatory and administrative expansion that took place under President Obama.

Of particular relevance here, an attack on the national administrative state is also evident at the Supreme Court. The anti-administrative voices are fewer on the Court than in the political sphere and often speak in separate opinions, but they are increasingly prominent. Led by Justice Thomas, with Chief Justice Roberts, Justice Alito, and now Justice Gorsuch sounding similar complaints, they have attacked the modern administrative state as a threat to liberty and democracy and suggested that its central features may be unconstitutional. Conservative legal scholars have joined the fray, issuing a number of academic attacks on the constitutionality of the administrative state that conservative jurists then feature prominently in their opinions. These judicial attacks on administrative governance share several key characteristics: they are strong on rhetorical criticism of administrative government out of proportion to their bottom-line results; they oppose administration and bureaucracy, but not greater presidential power; they advocate a greater role for the courts to defend individual liberty against the ever-expanding national state; and they regularly condemn contemporary national government for being at odds with the constitutional structure the Framers created, though rarely — with the marked exception of Justice Thomas — do they develop this originalist argument with any rigor.

10 See infra section I.B.4, pp. 31–33.
These features, particularly the strong rhetorical condemnation of administrative government, typify what I call here contemporary anti-administrativism. The presence of such rhetorical anti-administrativism in the political sphere is not surprising, but its appearance in judicial opinions is more striking. This rhetorical anti-administrativism forms a notable link between the contemporary political and judicial attacks on national administrative government. Further connecting these two is the political flavor of many of the lawsuits underlying the current judicial attacks, as well as a shared network of conservative lawyers, organizations, academics, and funders involved in both.\textsuperscript{12}

The 2016 Term saw few cases embodying the judicial attacks on administrative governance and administrative law doctrines that have surfaced in recent years. Nonetheless, anti-administrativism was central to the Term’s most important event: the appointment of Justice Gorsuch to the Court. In a concurring opinion issued shortly before his nomination, then-Judge Gorsuch staked out a strongly anti-administrative position. He warned against “permit[ting] executive bureaucracies to swallow huge amounts of core judicial and legislative power and concentrate federal power in a way that seems more than a little difficult to square with the Constitution of the framers’ design,” and drew a straight line from such institutional expansion to “governmental encroachment on the people’s liberties.”\textsuperscript{13} These anti-administrative views quickly became a centerpiece of Gorsuch’s Senate confirmation hearings — surely never before have so many senators spoken at such length about the \textit{Chevron}\textsuperscript{14} doctrine of judicial deference to administrative statutory interpretations.\textsuperscript{15}

Whether these anti-administrative attacks will ultimately prove successful — and which ones — remains to be seen. The lack of administrative retraction under President Reagan offers reason for doubt that major politically imposed transformations will occur, and President Trump’s campaign promises for infrastructure development, an enhanced military, and a crackdown on illegal immigration all entail the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
administrative state’s expansion, not its deconstruction. On the judicial
front, the most radical constitutional challenges so far have gained little
traction, with majority support limited to claims that tinker with the
administrative state at the margin. With Justice Gorsuch on the
Court, some constitutionally rooted pullback in deference doctrines ap-
pears increasingly likely. But whether these doctrinal tweaks will
make much of a difference in practice is a matter of substantial
dispute.

Yet dismissing the present anti-administrative moment as a passing
craze with little long-term impact would be a mistake. Enactment of
measures like the RAA, regulatory rollbacks, and significant cutbacks
in agency funding could have a lasting effect on the administrative
state’s functioning and capacity. Challenges to administrative adjudica-
tion on the horizon may portend more dramatic judicial decisions, and
some seemingly limited constitutional challenges could yield significant
administrative disruption. Even kept to a vocal minority, moreover,
constitutional attacks can have an outsized effect by sowing doubts
about administrative legitimacy and thereby limiting the progressive po-
tential of — and public support for — administrative government in the
future. And the vocal minority on the courts is likely to grow so long as
the political branches remain in conservative hands and openly anti-
administrative organizations dominate the judicial appointments pro-
cess. The Trump Administration inherited an extraordinarily large

16 See infra section I.D, pp. 46–51.
17 Justice Gorsuch has expressed more open hostility to doctrines such as Chevron than his
predecessor, Justice Scalia, did. See Emily Bazelon & Eric Posner, The Government Gorsuch Wants
to Undo, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 1, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/01/sunday-review/the-
government-gorsuch-wants-to-undo.html [https://perma.cc/S5E5-A6UR].
18 See infra pp. 48–49. Compare Adrian Vermeule, The Separation of Powers Restoration Act
(in the Age of Trump), YALE J. ON REG.: NOTICE & COMMENT (Nov. 16, 2016), http://
[https://perma.cc/YUC5-593L] (noting that even without Chevron, courts “might decide that defer-
ence just is what the statutory law commands”), with Bazelon & Posner, supra note 17 (arguing that
without Chevron ambiguous statutory text may have to be sent back to Congress “to redo or not”).
19 Jeffrey Toobin, The Conservative Pipeline to the Supreme Court, NEW YORKER (Apr. 17,
2017), http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/04/17/the-conservative-pipeline-to-the-supreme-
court [https://perma.cc/DW43-NYXF] (describing the role of Leonard Leo, Executive Vice Presi-
dent of the Federalist Society, in the Trump Administration’s judicial-selection process); About Her-
KB4E] (“Since our founding in 1973, The Heritage Foundation has been working to advance the
principles of free enterprise, limited government, individual freedom, traditional American values,
and a strong national defense.”). For an example of the Federalist Society’s views on administrative
government, see generally LIBERTY’S NEMESIS: THE UNCHECKED EXPANSION
OF THE STATE (Dean Reuter & John Yoo eds., 2016). The national administrative state is the subject of
the Federalist Society’s annual convention this year. See 2017 National Lawyers Convention: Ad-
ministrative Agencies and the Regulatory State, FEDERALIST SOC’Y FOR L. & PUB. POL’Y
9FYD-69TR].
The number of judicial vacancies — more than any recent President since Bill Clinton — and will likely have additional Supreme Court vacancies to fill. The potential thus exists for a significant erosion of administrative power, albeit perhaps one achieved more incrementally and more targeted to particular substantive areas than a sudden or broad retraction in the administrative state.

Equally important, the current judicial attack on the administrative state merits attention because of the potential harm it poses for the Court and for constitutional law. Although resistance to strong central government has a long legacy in the United States, the real forebears of today’s anti-administrative movement are not the Framers but rather the conservative opponents of an expanding national bureaucracy in the 1930s. Like today, the 1930s attack on “agency government” took on a strongly constitutional and legal cast, laced with rhetorical condemnation of bureaucratic tyranny and administrative absolutism. These efforts were plainly political, fueled by business and legal interests deeply opposed to pro-labor regulation and economic planning. The Supreme Court’s constitutional opposition to early New Deal measures carried heavy political salience as well, triggering President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s contentious plan to pack the Court. A similar political aspect is inseparable from the contemporary administrative attack, as the nomination process for Justice Gorsuch demonstrated.

To acknowledge the political cast of contemporary anti-administrativism is not to question that genuine constitutional concerns animate it. Such close intertwining of the political and constitutional is characteristic of efforts to construct a new institutional order — and was as true of progressive efforts to build out the New Deal administrative state in the 1930s as it is of contemporary anti-administrativism’s effort to reign in that state today. But recognizing this political cast, and the parallels to the 1930s conservative attacks on the New Deal, demonstrates anti-administrativism’s radical potential. It also underscores the extent to which judicial opinions that decry the dangers of the ever-expanding administrative state risk reinforcing the intense politicization of the


21 See infra section I.A, pp. 53–62.


Court — a result particularly hard to justify when (at least so far) these opinions’ bottom-line impact does not match their polarizing rhetoric.

Perhaps most problematic, anti-administrativism misdiagnoses the administrative state’s constitutional status. Anti-administrativists paint the administrative state as fundamentally at odds with the Constitution’s separation of powers system, combining together in agencies the legislative, executive, and judicial authorities that the Constitution vests in different branches and producing unaccountable and aggrandized power in the process. In fact, however, the administrative state is essential for actualizing constitutional separation of powers today, serving both to constrain executive power and to mitigate the dangers of presidential unilateralism while also enabling effective governance. Far from being constitutionally suspect, the administrative state thus yields important constitutional benefits. Anti-administrativists fail to recognize that the key administrative state features that they condemn, such as bureaucracy with its internal oversight mechanisms and expert civil service, are essential for the accountable, constrained, and effective exercise of executive power.

Even further, the administrative state today is constitutionally obligatory, given the broad delegations of authority to the executive branch that represent the central reality of contemporary national government. Those delegations are necessary given the economic, social, scientific, and technological realities of our day. Not surprisingly, therefore, very few anti-administrativists are willing to call such delegation of power into serious constitutional question. But they fail to realize that delegation comes with substantial constitutional strings attached. In particular, many of the administrative state’s features that anti-administrativists decry follow as necessary consequences of delegation.

By refusing to recognize the administrative state’s essential place in our constitutional order, contemporary anti-administrativism forestalls development of a separation of powers analysis better tailored to the reality of current government. Rather than laying siege to the administrative state, such an analysis would seek to maximize the constitutional benefits that the administrative state has to offer. And it would reorient constitutional analysis to considering not just constitutional constraints on government but also constitutional obligations to govern.

Part I of what follows describes the current attacks on the administrative state and assesses their central analytic moves, focusing in particular on judicial anti-administrativism. It then takes up the question of whether the current attack is likely to make a difference, arguing that this attack holds greater significance for national administrative governance than might at first appear. Part II adopts a historical lens, identifying contemporary anti-administrativism as the latest episode in a conservative campaign against administrative governance that stretches back to the early twentieth century, in particular to battles over the New
Deal in the 1930s. After highlighting parallels between the contemporary attacks and 1930s efforts to hamstring New Deal administrative agencies, Part II draws out cautionary historical lessons for the Court. Part III turns to analyzing the constitutional functions of the administrative state. Here, too, the 1930s hold important lessons, underscoring the administrative state’s constitutional role in both enabling and constraining executive power. Recognizing these constitutional functions opens the door to a very different account of the administrative state’s constitutional status from what the anti-administrativists offer. This Part then takes the constitutional argument a step further, contending that the contemporary reality of delegation makes core features of the administrative state constitutionally obligatory.

A word on terminology at the outset: The term “administrative state” is frequently bandied about, but often carries very different meanings. In promising to deconstruct the administrative state, for instance, the Trump Administration presumably does not mean to include the mechanisms of bureaucratic power that allow the President to oversee agency actions. As used here, the administrative state includes those oversight mechanisms, as well as other core features of national administrative governance: agencies wielding broad discretion through a combination of rulemaking, adjudication, enforcement, and managerial functions; the personnel who perform these activities, from the civil service and professional staff through to political appointees, agency heads, and White House overseers; and the institutional arrangements and issuances that help structure these activities. In short, it includes all the actors and activities involved in fashioning and implementing national regulation and administration — including that which occurs in hybrid forms and spans traditional public-private and nation-state boundaries. An unfortunate implication of invoking the administrative state writ large is that it conveys the idea of a single monolithic entity, whereas in reality national administrative government contains within it tremendous variety, cooperation, and rivalry — a pluralistic dynamic that obtains within individual agencies as well. The administrative state writ large is nonetheless a helpful analytic conceit here as a stand-in for the archetypal characteristics of national administrative government now under attack.

I. THE CONTEMPORARY ATTACK ON THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE

Across a range of public arenas — political, judicial, and academic in particular — conservative and libertarian challenges to administrative governance currently claim center stage. Sustained resistance to

---

national administrative power is no stranger to American public life. It has been a feature of national politics for decades, going back to the Reagan revolution of the 1980s and Barry Goldwater’s 1964 presidential campaign that preceded it. The striking feature of the current challenges, however, is the extent to which they are surfacing in court and being framed in terms of constitutional doctrine. The problems these attacks identify with the administrative state are not simply the policies it advances, its role as the engine for social regulation, or its domination by progressive bureaucrats. More than this, the national administrative state is attacked as fundamentally unconstitutional. While still a minority position, this view is gaining more judicial and academic traction than at any point since the 1930s.

The first step in assessing the significance of the current attack is understanding its full contours. This Part takes on that descriptive task, detailing the current attacks on administrative governance. It focuses in greatest detail on the attack in the courts, where a variety of legal challenges, some constitutional and some not, are surfacing. This Part then identifies and examines several central features that these attacks on the administrative state share and assesses their likely impact.

A. The Political Attack

The political attack on the national administrative state is hard to miss. Even separate from the Trump Administration’s promise to “deconstruct[] the administrative state” or its identification of a dangerous “deep state” opposed to the President, the Administration’s initial actions have been aggressively antiregulatory. These actions include specific area rollbacks, such as instructions that agencies repeal, waive, or delay implementation of major Obama Administration regulatory initiatives in the environmental, financial regulation, and health care arenas. But they also encompass dramatic transsubstantive measures, in particular requirements that agencies establish task forces focused on

---


26 See Rucker & Costa, supra note 1; Matthew Nussbaum et al., Trump’s Obsession over Russia Probe Deepens, POLITICO (May 28, 2017, 10:10 PM), http://www.politico.com/story/2017/05/28/trump-russia-advice-238911 [https://perma.cc/q4U8-3PAJ].

regulatory repeal, regulatory repeal two regulations for each new regulation they propose, and keep additional regulatory costs at zero. President Trump’s cabinet is composed of individuals who have long opposed the agencies and programs they now lead and his budget proposes to dramatically slash funding for a large swath of nonmilitary agencies. Business interests are enjoying a regulatory retraction of unprecedented proportions, with the combination of executive branch actions and Congress’s disapproval of late Obama Administration rules under the CRA. By the time the window for disapproval closed, Congress had overturned fourteen Obama regulations — which was thirteen more regulatory disapprovals than had previously occurred in the CRA’s

---


twenty-one year life. Agency teams — often with business ties — have sought to delay numerous rules immediately, although such efforts have already faced resistance from courts. Importantly, the Trump Administration has also proposed some measures that would expand the administrative state — for example, by adding over 15,000 more immigration employees. And some ostensibly deregulatory measures, such as congressional Republicans’ efforts to repeal the Affordable Care Act, may well entail substantial grants of new administrative authority. But the overall thrust since the Trump Administration came into office has been in a strongly deregulatory direction.

Even more significant for the administrative state would be enactment of congressional measures like the proposed RAA. The Senate’s version of the RAA would require agencies, upon request, to hold oral evidentiary hearings on any “specific scientific, technical, economic, or other complex factual issues that are genuinely disputed” in high-impact rulemakings (those with an expected annual economic impact of $1 billion or more) and in some major rulemakings (those with an expected annual economic impact of $100 million or more). It would also limit the use of interim final rulemaking, require high-impact rules to meet a higher evidentiary standard, and limit judicial deference to an agency’s


interpretations of its own rules.\textsuperscript{38} The House version is more extreme, requiring an agency to hold formal trial-like hearings when proposing a high-impact rule and, for all rulemakings, often to hold an initial hearing at which interested parties can challenge the information on which the agency plans to rely.\textsuperscript{39} Both bills would also impose additional evaluation requirements on agencies and expand the availability of judicial review of agency actions;\textsuperscript{40} and the House version forbids agencies from implementing rules until all legal challenges to them are resolved.\textsuperscript{41} Additionally, the House incorporated the proposed Separation of Powers Restoration Act in its version, which would require courts to “decide de novo all relevant questions of law, including the interpretation of constitutional and statutory provisions, and rules made by agencies.”\textsuperscript{42}

Although some question how burdensome the Senate version would be,\textsuperscript{43} past experience with oral hearing and trial-type procedures under the APA’s formal rulemaking provisions and other statutes strongly suggests that both measures would be significantly onerous and resource consuming for agencies.\textsuperscript{44} A separate proposed measure, the Regulations from the Executive in Need of Scrutiny (REINS) Act, would not impose additional procedures on agencies but instead require Congress enact a joint resolution of approval before any major rule could go into effect.\textsuperscript{45} Given the notorious difficulty Congress has had recently in
passing legislation, the REINS Act would even more clearly stop regulation in its tracks.\textsuperscript{46} Much advocacy for these legislative and regulatory measures describes administrative government in harsh terms, for example invoking the need to rein in an “out-of-control bureaucracy”\textsuperscript{47} intent on imposing costly, “job-crushing” regulations.\textsuperscript{48} An equally frequent refrain is condemnation of rampant “Obama administration overreach.”\textsuperscript{49} Yet in 2017 the RAA’s backers adopted a more constitutional register, arguing that “[i]n recent years . . . we have seen th[e] separation of powers undermined by an overzealous bureaucracy that creates laws, then executes those laws, and then acts as their own appeal authority.”\textsuperscript{50} No doubt this constitutional turn reflects in part the separation of powers concerns now expressly in the bill. But such constitutional rhetoric also surfaces in the REINS Act, which emphasizes that the Constitution vests the legislative power in Congress.\textsuperscript{51} It was also strongly present in the 2016 Republican national platform, which repeatedly portrayed the growth in the national administrative state as a constitutional crisis.\textsuperscript{52} And it echoes the heavily constitutional discourse of the Tea Party, whose 2010 protests against the financial bailouts and the Affordable Care Act in the name of limited government and fiscal constraint marked the advent of the current anti-administrative moment.\textsuperscript{53} Trump is hardly the first or even the most anti-administrative modern President. President Richard Nixon also repeatedly attacked the


\textsuperscript{51} See H.R. 26, 115th Cong. § 2 (2017).


federal bureaucracy, and President George W. Bush was famous for centralizing and politicizing the executive branch to bring administrative government more under his control. Democratic Presidents have done their share of bureaucracy bashing as well, with President Bill Clinton proclaiming that the “era of big Government is over” and Vice President Al Gore spearheading the New Performance Review, an effort “to change the culture of our national bureaucracy away from complacency and entitlement” and to provide the “honest and efficient” government that the “American people deserve . . . [but] for too long . . . haven’t gotten.” The closest parallel to President Trump, however, is President Ronald Reagan, who campaigned on similar promises of dramatically cutting back the national government and made regulatory relief “one of the four ‘cornerstones’” of his program for economic recovery. Reagan is credited with prominently injecting antigovernmental rhetoric back into national political discourse; he famously proclaimed in his first inaugural address that “government is not the solution to our problem; government is the problem.” Reagan, too, appointed outsiders committed to rolling back the agencies they led, slashed agency budgets, and pushed for repeal of statutes requiring extensive regulatory regimes as well as abolition of some agencies.

The promises of regulatory reduction and downsizing of government, however, largely went unfulfilled. Much of the deregulation achieved under Reagan resulted from controlling implementation and administration of existing statutes, not from legislative repeals. More to the point,

56 *Remarks Announcing the National Performance Review*, 1 PUB. PAPERS 79 (Jan. 23, 1993).
the Reagan Administration’s efforts at deregulation and curtailing administrative government are largely considered a failure.\textsuperscript{62} Governmental spending increased, no major domestic programs were terminated, and by the start of Reagan’s second term regulatory relief was firmly off the agenda.\textsuperscript{63} If anything, the Reagan era sowed the seeds for what conservatives today view as executive overreach. It was the Reagan Administration’s deregulatory efforts that produced the \textit{Chevron} doctrine and deference to an agency’s reasonable interpretation of ambiguous statutes that it implements.\textsuperscript{64} It was also the Reagan Administration that developed centralized regulatory review and pushed for recognition of constitutionally protected presidential control of administration.\textsuperscript{65} Over subsequent decades both Republican and Democratic Presidents developed these tools of presidential control even further. In particular, President Obama used his powers of administrative direction and oversight to push progressive policies stymied in Congress.\textsuperscript{66} Once Republican mainstays, \textit{Chevron} deference and presidential administrative control quickly became the \textit{bêtes noires} of conservatives.\textsuperscript{67}

Thus, if past experience is any guide, the current political attack seems unlikely to dramatically transform the administrative state. Administrative government’s endurance reflects basic political as well as economic, social, and technological realities. An administrative state is

\textsuperscript{62} \textit{WILENTZ}, \textit{supra} note 59, at 194–96.
\textsuperscript{63} \textit{JACOBS \& ZELIZER}, \textit{supra} note 61, at 28–33, 40–41; Fix \& Eads, \textit{supra} note 60, at 293, 304; McGarity, \textit{supra} note 58, at 268–70. Similar antiregulatory promises from Presidents Nixon and Bush were equally unfulfilled. In fact, national administrative government dramatically expanded under Nixon’s watch with the enactment of the major environmental, labor, and health statutes that ushered in a new era of national social regulation. \textit{JEFFERSON DECKER}, \textit{THE OTHER RIGHTS REVOLUTION: CONSERVATIVE LAWYERS AND THE REMAKING OF AMERICAN GOVERNMENT} 15, 20–22 (2016).
\textsuperscript{65} See \textit{STEVEN G. CALABRESI \& CHRISTOPHER S. YOO, THE UNITARY EXECUTIVE: PRESIDENTIAL POWER FROM WASHINGTON TO BUSH} 374–83 (2008); see also \textit{Dawn E. Johnson, Ronald Reagan and the Rehnquist Court on Congressional Power: Presidential Influences on Constitutional Change}, 78 \textit{IND. L.J.} 353, 383 (2003) (“Reagan sought not only to advance his vision of [limited national] government through policy choices and political discourse, but also to enshrine it in constitutional doctrine.”).
\textsuperscript{67} See, e.g., \textit{Nomination of the Honorable Neil M. Gorsuch to Be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States (Day 2), S. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY at 1:46:08 (Mar. 22, 2017), https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/hearings/watch?hearingid=83353DA3C-5096-A066-6059-FD8D312A0BB [https://perma.cc/L7QG-GK5M} (statement of Sen. Hatch) (“I am troubled by the suggestion that skepticism of \textit{Chevron} . . . means that one is somehow reflexively opposed to regulation. . . . After all, it’s important to remember that \textit{Chevron} deference first flourished as a reaction against liberal judges overturning the . . . actions of the Reagan Administration.”)); Jeffrey A. Pojanowski, \textit{Without Deference}, 81 \textit{MO. L. REV.} 1075, 1091 (2016) (noting that conservative \textit{Chevron} skepticism may be attributable to “conservative frustration with eight years of a Democratic administration, contrasted with enthusiasm for the doctrine at its outset in the Reagan years”).
unavoidable today for the country to function; the question is not whether an administrative state will exist, but rather what will be the scope and focus of its activities. 68 Many government programs are popular or lobbied for by well-connected interest groups; 69 even those clamoring vociferously for a rollback of national government, such as the Tea Party, are strongly committed to some features of modern administrative governance. 70 Moreover, Presidents need the administrative state to achieve their policy goals. This is as true of President Trump as of his predecessors: Trump’s campaign promises of significant infrastructure development, growing the military, and a crackdown on immigration all entail administrative expansions. 71 Further, enactment of burdensome procedural constraints or legislation retracting deference would only serve to make the Trump Administration’s efforts to repeal regulations significantly harder. 72 Instead, a more likely move — again following in the footsteps of Reagan and subsequent Presidents — would be for the Trump Administration to seek to achieve deregulation from within the executive branch, as it already has started to do.

But past experience in fact may not be a good guide, because the national political situation today differs in important ways from that of the 1980s. Most salient here is the alarming increase in political polarization, with the two parties significantly more ideologically divided from each other and more internally ideologically consistent than they were when Reagan was President. 73 Moreover, the divergence between the

68 Pojanowski, supra note 67, at 1075.
70 SKOCPOL & WILLIAMSON, supra note 7, at 59–60 (noting that “Tea Party people know that Social Security, Medicare, and veterans’ programs are government-managed, expensive, and funded with taxes,” but support the programs because they feel the recipients have “earned” it).
72 See Vermeule, supra note 18.
73 See Cynthia R. Farina, Essay, Congressional Polarization: Terminal Constitutional Dysfunction?, 115 COLUM. L. REV. 1689, 1701–05 (2015) (noting increases in congressional polarization since the 1980s with current levels of polarization being the highest since the Civil War). Although some debate the extent of polarization, there is general agreement that polarization is strongly present at the level of party elites and party activists. See, e.g., id. at 1705–17 (describing debate and concluding that evidence shows polarization among party activists and members of Congress); Gary
parties is particularly stark when it comes to the role of government, with recent surveys indicating that Republicans and Republican-leaning independents strongly prefer a smaller government providing fewer services (74%), whereas Democrats and Democratic-leaning independents strongly prefer a bigger government with more services (65%). This divide is plainly evident in Congress, where the barrier to the RAA’s enactment is near-solid Democratic opposition in the closely split Senate, making it difficult for the RAA’s backers to secure the necessary supermajority of sixty votes to overcome a Democratic filibuster. Were the makeup of the Senate to turn more Republican, or were the Senate to do away with the filibuster, the RAA might well be enacted — particularly if Republicans conclude (as Democrats did in 1946 with respect to the APA) that their control of the executive branch is likely to be limited and enactment of the RAA is thus in their long-term interests.

B. The Judicial and Academic Attack

The current judicial challenges to national administrative government fall into three general categories: separation of powers challenges; subconstitutional challenges with a separation of powers background; and other constitutional challenges. Academic scholarship sounds similar themes, albeit with more of an individual rights flavor.

1. Separation of Powers. — The separation of powers challenges can further be subdivided by subject matter, again into three groupings: presidential power, in particular presidential appointment and removal authority; administrative adjudication; and delegation of authority to the executive branch.

(a) Presidential Power. — So far, presidential power challenges have been the most successful, in part reflecting longstanding doctrinal uncertainty about the scope of the President’s removal powers. In the 2010 case of Free Enterprise Fund v. Public Co. Accounting Oversight Board, a 5–4 Court invalidated for-cause removal protections for members of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), an entity that oversees the accounting industry and whose members are appointed by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). According to Chief Justice Roberts’s majority opinion, because the members of the SEC also enjoyed for-cause removal protection, the


76 561 U.S. 477 (2010).
result was a double for-cause protection that eviscerated the President’s control over the PCAOB and thereby impaired his ability to ensure that the laws be faithfully executed. Free Enterprise has sparked a cottage industry of separation of powers challenges, including PHH Corp. v. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, which in a 2-1 panel of the D.C. Circuit invalidated the removal protections for the Director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), an agency newly created by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Fairness Act (Dodd-Frank). According to the panel decision, now vacated pending en banc review, the concentration of CFPB’s significant powers in a single director, rather than a multimember commission such as other independent agencies, removed important checks on accumulated power and rendered the arrangement unconstitutional.

Both Free Enterprise’s prohibition on double for-cause removal protection and PHH Corp.’s requirement that independent agencies be headed by multimember commissions represent new constitutional limits on Congress’s power to fashion administrative arrangements. Both decisions in turn justified their results in part on the novelty of the administrative structures they confronted. In Free Enterprise, Chief Justice Roberts’s majority opinion maintained that “the most telling indication of [a] severe constitutional problem . . . is the lack of historical precedent” for Congress’s action, a principle on which the D.C. Circuit panel heavily relied in PHH Corp. The constitutionally suspect character of administrative novelty was also emphasized by the Court in NLRB v. Noel Canning, which provided the Supreme Court with its first occasion to interpret the meaning of the Recess Appointments Clause. President Obama’s actions underlying Noel Canning were novel; no President had previously made recess appointments during a pro forma session — nor, indeed, had pro forma sessions been used to stymie recess appointments before 2007. In Noel Canning, Justice
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77 Id. at 495–99.
80 PHH Corp., 839 F.3d at 16.
81 Antinovelty has surfaced in a number of structural constitutional challenges of late. See Leah M. Litman, Debunking Antinovelty, 66 DUKE L.J. 1407, 1415–21 (2017).
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85 Id. at 2560; see U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 3.
Breyer’s majority opinion underscored the importance of historical practice in holding that President Obama’s unprecedented action fell outside the scope of the recess appointments power. But on the same basis, the majority ruled that recess appointments can be used during intrasession recesses and to fill vacancies that already exist when the recess occurs, concluding these practices were by now long established and accorded with the purpose of the clause. Here Justice Scalia, writing also for Chief Justice Roberts and Justices Thomas and Alito, disagreed that longstanding historical practice was clear and also challenged the majority’s reliance on twentieth-century historical practice as an abandonment of the Court’s constitutional responsibilities.

Hence, in addition to rejecting administratively novel arrangements, at least three current members of the Court would appear to give little weight to the tenure of administrative arrangements in assessing their constitutionality. This asymmetry — novelty can condemn an administrative arrangement, but lack of novelty can’t save it — displays a skepticism toward administrative government on the part of a sizeable group on the Court. Although no constitutional separation of powers challenges came before the Court in the 2016 Term, the question of historical practice surfaced in NLRB v. SW General, Inc., a case on the scope of the President’s power to fill vacancies under the Federal Vacancies Reform Act (FVRA). Chief Justice Roberts wrote for the Court that the Act barred those who were nominated to a vacant office requiring Senate confirmation from serving in the same office in an acting capacity (with an exception for nominees who had previously served a set period as first assistants to the office at issue). Ever since 1998, when the FVRA was enacted, both the Office of Legal Counsel and the General Accountability Office had read the Act’s prohibition as applying more narrowly. Concluding “historical practice is too grand a
title for [this] evidence,” Roberts rejected the relevance of these past interpretations without calling Noel Canning into question.95 The most extreme claim in SW General was made by Justice Thomas, who argued in a concurrence that the Constitution likely prohibited any non-Senate-confirmed appointment to a principal officer position, even in an acting capacity.96

(b) Administrative Adjudication. — Free Enterprise has also surfaced in the administrative adjudication context, with a number of cases challenging the appointment and removal processes for administrative law judges (ALJs) at the SEC. Defendants facing administrative enforcement proceedings as a result of Dodd-Frank’s expansion of the SEC’s adjudication authority have argued that the ALJs presiding over their proceedings are inferior officers.97 Under governing statutes, ALJs are competitively selected by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), with agencies choosing an ALJ to hire from the three highest-scoring names on a list that OPM compiles.98 By SEC rule, the agency’s chief ALJ selects which of these three candidates to hire — an arrangement that all concede would be unconstitutional if ALJs were indeed inferior officers, given the requirement that inferior officers be selected by the President (with or without Senate confirmation), heads of department, or courts of law.99 Moreover, ALJs enjoy elaborate independence protections. Those protections include not only strong salary and for-cause removal protection for themselves, but also removal only after a formal on-the-record hearing by the Merit Systems Protection Board, the members of which also enjoy for-cause removal protection.100 These

95 SW General, 137 S. Ct. at 943 (internal quotation marks omitted).
96 Id. at 948–49 (Thomas, J., concurring).
99 See 17 C.F.R. § 200.30–30(a)(c) (delegating to the Chief ALJ the power “[t]o designate administrative law judges”); see also Barnett, supra note 98, at 800 (“If... ALJs are ‘inferior Officers’ (not mere employees), the manner in which some are currently selected is likely unconstitutional.”). Appointment Clause problems may exist even in other agencies where the agency head does select the ALJs, given OPM’s role in limiting the pool of ALJ candidates and the fact that some agency heads may not qualify as department heads for constitutional purposes because their agencies are nested within bigger administrative entities. See Free Enter. Fund v. Pub. Co. Accounting Oversight Bd., 561 U.S. 477, 511 (2010) (“[A] freestanding component of the Executive Branch, not subordinate to or contained within any other such component, ... constitutes a ‘Department[ ]’ for the purposes of the Appointments Clause.” (second alteration in original)); Jennifer L. Mascott, Who Are “Officers of the United States”? 70 STAN. L. REV. (forthcoming 2018) (Mar. 2017 draft at 64–68) (on file with the Harvard Law School Library).
100 See, e.g., 5 U.S.C. § 5335 (setting pay schedule for permanent employees, including ALJs); id. § 5302 (protecting permanent employees from pay decreases); id. § 7521 (establishing procedures to be followed before adverse action can be taken against an ALJ); see also id. § 1202(d) (providing
protections are a core feature of the current system for administrative adjudication under the APA, which combines initial adjudication by an ALJ with de novo review at the agency head level.\footnote{101} As a result, if ALJs are inferior officers, not only would the current systems many agencies use to appoint them be at odds with the Appointments Clause,\footnote{102} but also these removal protections might well run afoul of Free Enterprise’s double for-cause bar.\footnote{103}

Whether or not this challenge to ALJ appointment ultimately proves successful in court, the mere fact that such a long-established feature of the national administrative state is under question is striking. This point is only more true with respect to the other constitutional attacks on administrative adjudication now being raised, such as the claim that such adjudication violates the Seventh Amendment jury trial right and claims that the combination of adjudicatory, prosecutorial, and enforcement powers in an agency violates due process.\footnote{104} The Roberts Court’s position on these challenges is hard to read. In other contexts, the Chief Justice has worried about agencies wielding a combination of de facto legislative, executive, and adjudicatory power.\footnote{105} In addition, a majority of the Court has indicated some resistance to non–Article III jurisdiction, invalidating bankruptcy court jurisdiction over state law private right counterclaims in Stern v. Marshall.\footnote{106} Subsequently, in Wellness International Network, Ltd. v. Sharif,\footnote{107} the Chief Justice, writing for himself and two other Justices, strongly dissented over what he perceived as a rollback from Stern. He insisted that “[w]ith narrow exceptions, Congress may not confer power to decide federal cases and

\footnote{103} However, Free Enterprise’s express reservation of its import for ALJs, 561 U.S. at 507 n.10, suggests that the Court may be unwilling to invalidate double for-cause removal in the adjudicatory context, and precedent going back to Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52 (1926), suggests that constitutional requirements of presidential control are different when adjudication is at issue, id. at 135.


\footnote{106} 564 U.S. 462 (2011).

\footnote{107} 135 S. Ct. 1932 (2015).
controversies upon judges who do not comply with the structural safeguards of Article III." On the other hand, the Stern majority expressly stated it was not reaching broader questions of administrative adjudication, acknowledged that public rights do not require Article III adjudication, and appeared to sanction a broad definition of public rights as rights that are "integrally related to particular Federal Government action." In addition, the Court's return to a more flexible approach to Article III's requirements in Wellness International Network perhaps signals some hesitancy to disrupt existing arrangements that significantly.

The 2017 Term may well shed light on how far the Roberts Court is willing to pull back on administrative adjudication. A circuit split now exists on the question of whether SEC ALJs are inferior officers or employees, and thus also on the constitutionality of SEC adjudications. And the Court has already granted certiorari in a case challenging whether the Patent and Trademark Office's inter partes review of the validity of existing patents violates Article III and the Seventh Amendment.

(c) Delegation. — In Department of Transportation v. Ass'n of American Railroads, the D.C. Circuit invalidated a statutory scheme for improving passenger rail service on the grounds that it contained a delegation of regulatory power to private hands that violated due process and the separation of powers. Given that the ostensibly private hands at issue were those of Amtrak, a statutorily denominated private corporation that the Supreme Court had previously found to be a governmental actor for constitutional purposes — as well as the Supreme Court's consistent unwillingness to invalidate delegations as unconstitutional — the Court's subsequent rejection of the D.C. Circuit's private delegation holding was predictable. Far less expected, however, were
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113 721 F.3d 666 (D.C. Cir. 2013), vacated and remanded, 135 S. Ct. 1225 (2015), aff'd on reh'g, 821 F.3d 19 (D.C. Cir. 2016).
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the “concurrences” of Justices Alito and Thomas. Both Justices expressed concern that delegations make lawmaking too easy and threaten individual liberty. Justice Alito mainly targeted the possibility that required performance standards for Amtrak might be set by binding arbitration using an arbitrator appointed by the federal Surface Transportation Board. In his view, this possibility likely rendered the scheme unconstitutional: if a private arbitrator were used, the scheme would violate what he posited as a categorical constitutional ban on private delegations; and if the arbitrator were public, the fact that her decisions would be binding meant that she was a principal officer who had to be appointed by the President. Meanwhile Justice Thomas, concurring only in the judgment, offered a broad-ranging disquisition on the original understanding of separation of powers and the unconstitutionality of modern-day delegations of regulatory authority. Condemning the reigning intelligible principle test as failing to prevent delegation of legislative power, Justice Thomas advocated “return[ing] to the original understanding of the federal legislative power,” which would “require that the Federal Government create generally applicable rules of private conduct only through the constitutionally prescribed legislative process” and deny the executive “any degree of policy judgment” in establishing such rules. Concurring this Term in an otherwise-unanimous case on preemption, Justice Thomas reiterated his attack on delegation, stating that a “statute that confers on an executive agency the power to enter into contracts that pre-empt state law... might unlawfully delegate legislative power to the President insofar as the statute fails sufficiently to constrain the President’s contracting discretion.”
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116 Ass’n of Am. R.Rs., 135 S. Ct. at 1237 (Alito, J., concurring) (“The principle that Congress cannot delegate away its vested powers exists to protect liberty. Our Constitution, by careful design, prescribes a process for making law, and within that process there are many accountability check-points.” (citing INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919, 959 (1983))); id. at 1245 (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment) (“At the heart of this liberty were the Lockean private rights: life, liberty, and property. If a person could be deprived of these private rights on the basis of a rule (or a will) not enacted by the legislature, then he was not truly free.”).

117 Justice Alito also attacked the method for appointing Amtrak’s president; he argued that the president was a principal officer requiring presidential appointment, and further contended that, even if Amtrak’s president were an inferior officer, Amtrak was likely not a department, so the president’s selection by the Amtrak board was still unconstitutional. See id. at 1239–40 (Alito, J., concurring).

118 Id. at 1235–39.

119 Id. at 1246, 1251 (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment).

120 Coventry Health Care of Mo., Inc. v. Nevils, 137 S. Ct. 1190, 1199 (2017) (Thomas, J., concurring). While Justice Gorsuch took no part in the consideration or decision of Coventry Health Care, he previously expressed a similar view. See Gorsuch, supra note 13, at 914–15 (criticizing the blend of executive power with delegated legislative and judicial power that characterized the De Nis Nobles case); see also Bazelon & Posner, supra note 17 (“Judge Gorsuch is skeptical that Congress can use broadly written laws to delegate authority to agencies in the first place.”).
Broad delegations of policymaking power represent the backbone of the modern administrative state, and reliance on private actors for governmental functions is also a major trend.\(^1\) Hence, a centrally important feature of the Court’s American Railroads decision is the fact that both Justices wrote singly; all the other Justices did was overturn the D.C. Circuit’s private delegation holding and remand the appointments and due process claims for that court to consider in the first instance.\(^2\) This fact did not lead the D.C. Circuit to change its tune, however. On remand the same panel of the D.C. Circuit essentially reinstated the logic of its earlier decision by holding that Amtrak was an economically self-interested entity, even if governmental, and allowing such an entity to exercise regulatory power over its competitors for track time violated due process.\(^3\)

2. **Subconstitutional Doctrines and the Separation of Powers.** — More members on the Court have signaled some support for Justice Thomas’s concerns about delegation when advanced indirectly — as a basis for pulling back on judicial deference to agencies — rather than as a frontal constitutional assault.\(^4\) So far, only two Justices have concluded that *Chevron* deference to agency statutory interpretations is unconstitutional,\(^5\) though several more are willing to limit *Chevron*’s scope.\(^6\) Even more have signaled their willingness to dispense with judicial deference to agency interpretations of their own regulations — deference which is reflected in the line of cases from *Bowles v. Seminole*
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2. *Ass’n of Am. R.Rs.*, 135 S. Ct. at 1233–34.
3. *Ass’n of Am. R.Rs. v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp.*, 821 F.3d 19, 27 (D.C. Cir. 2016). The panel also agreed with Justice Alito that the arbitrator was an unconstitutionally appointed principal officer. *Id.* at 38–39. The D.C. Circuit denied the government’s petition for en banc review, and the government opted not to seek certiorari. *Ass’n of Am. R.Rs.*, No. 12-5204 (D.C. Cir. Sept. 9, 2016) (mem.) (per curiam).
5. *See Michigan v. EPA*, 135 S. Ct. 2599, 2713 (2015) (Thomas, J., concurring) (“These cases bring into bold relief the scope of the potentially unconstitutional delegations we have come to countenance in the name of *Chevron* deference.”); *Gutierrez-Brizuela*, 834 F.3d at 1149 (Gorsuch, J., concurring) (“But the fact is *Chevron* and *Brand X* permit executive bureaucracies to swallow huge amounts of core judicial and legislative power and concentrate federal power in a way that seems more than a little difficult to square with the Constitution of the framers’ design.”); *see also Perez*, 135 S. Ct. at 1211–13 (Scalia, J., concurring in the judgment) (noting *Chevron*’s problematic basis but justifying it as “in conformity with the long history of judicial review of executive action”).
Rock & Sand Co.\textsuperscript{127} through \textit{Auer v. Robbins}.\textsuperscript{128} Although such retraction in deference is justified in part by reference to the language of the APA, separation of powers concerns are also frequently invoked. Hence, for example, Justice Scalia maintained that deferring to agency interpretations of their own rules “contravenes one of the great rules of separation of powers: He who writes a law must not adjudge its violation.”\textsuperscript{129}

These attacks on deference are of very recent vintage. It was just twenty years ago, in 1997, when Justice Scalia penned \textit{Auer} for a unanimous Court and reaffirmed that courts defer to agency interpretations of their own regulations “unless ‘plainly erroneous or inconsistent with the regulation.”\textsuperscript{130} In the 2016 Term, the Court came close to deciding a case that raised questions about the scope of \textit{Auer} deference. In \textit{G.G. ex rel. Grimm v. Gloucester County School Board},\textsuperscript{131} the Fourth Circuit deferred to guidance from the Departments of Education and Justice interpreting Title IX and a Department of Education (DOE) regulation as requiring the Gloucester County School Board to allow G.G. access to the boys’ bathroom at his school.\textsuperscript{132} Although declining the School Board’s request to reconsider \textit{Auer} deference writ large, the Court granted certiorari on the question of whether deference to the specific guidance at issue was appropriate.\textsuperscript{133} When the Trump Administration
rescinded the guidance, however, the Court simply remanded the case back to the Fourth Circuit to reconsider the issue without reaching the merits.134 Despite the Court's failure this Term to act on Gloucester County or other cases raising Auer deference,135 continuing controversy suggests that the Court will likely address Auer's scope and propriety in coming Terms.

Even more striking than the attacks on Auer are judicial efforts to overturn the longstanding deference to agency statutory interpretations provided under the Chevron framework. Newly minted Justice Gorsuch emerged this year as a pointed critic of Chevron. In a series of opinions on the Tenth Circuit, then-Judge Gorsuch attacked Chevron deference as at odds with the separation of powers:

Chevron . . . permit[s] executive bureaucracies to swallow huge amounts of core judicial and legislative power and concentrate federal power in a way that seems more than a little difficult to square with the Constitution of the framers' design. . . . Chevron seems no less than a judge-made doctrine for the abdication of the judicial duty. . . . When does a court independently decide what the statute means and whether it has or has not vested a legal right in a person? Where Chevron applies that job seems to have gone extinct. . . . Under any conception of our separation of powers, I would have thought powerful and centralized authorities like today's administrative agencies would have warranted less deference from other branches, not more.136

Although Chevron has certainly sparked its share of criticism over the years, such a frontal constitutional assault on Chevron in a judicial opinion is a relative novelty. Indeed, in 2005 Justice Thomas — who now agrees Chevron is unconstitutional — wrote a majority opinion for the Court holding that under Chevron a lower court must defer to agency interpretations of ambiguous statutes, even if the court had already interpreted the statute differently in another context.137

Other Justices have pursued a more modest attack on Chevron. For example, in King v. Burwell138 a majority signed on to Chief Justice Roberts's opinion summarily rejecting the Chevron framework in interpreting an admittedly ambiguous statute, on the grounds that at issue

134 Gloucester County, 137 S. Ct. at 1239.
136 Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d 1142, 1149, 1152, 1155 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., concurring); see also Caring Hearts Pers. Home Servs., Inc. v. Burwell, 824 F.3d 968, 969 (10th Cir. 2016); De Niz Robles v. Lynch, 803 F.3d 1165, 1171 (10th Cir. 2015).
was “a question of deep ‘economic and political significance’ that [was] central to the statutory scheme.” 139 Strongly dissenting in City of Arlington v. FCC, 140 the Chief Justice, joined by Justices Kennedy and Alito, argued that courts failed to perform their constitutional and statutory duties if they deferred to agency jurisdictional determinations. 141 In addition, several decisions have read statutes aggressively to discern a plain meaning at odds with the agencies’ interpretations, 142 displayed increasing skepticism about changed agency interpretations, 143 and read procedural restrictions on agencies expansively. 144 Justice Gorsuch has also offered cabining principles, holding for the Tenth Circuit that Chevron does not apply when an agency issues a new rule in an adjudication 145 and similarly that agency interpretations of ambiguous provisions apply prospectively, at least when the agency’s interpretations are at odds with existing judicial interpretations. 146 Far too many judicial decisions sustain administrative actions on deferential review to identify a clear move toward rejecting Chevron. 147 The Supreme Court has also rebuffed lower court efforts to impose procedural requirements on agencies’ ability to promulgate new statutory interpretations beyond those mandated by Congress. 148 But combined with the various lines of constitutional attack on administrative action

139 Id. at 2489 (quoting Util. Air Regulatory Grp. v. EPA, 134 S. Ct. 2427, 2444 (2014)).
141 Id. at 314-16 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting).
142 See, e.g., Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699, 2706-07 (2015) (rejecting agency interpretation as unreasonable under Chevron’s deferential second step); Texas v. United States, 809 F.3d 134, 179-87 (5th Cir. 2015) (concluding from express statutory authorization of certain immigration relief that plain text of statute prohibited agency’s interpretation of statute as allowing additional relief), aff’d by an equally divided Court, 136 S. Ct. 2271 (2016) (mem.) (per curiam); see also Waterkeeper All. v. EPA, 853 F.3d 527, 539 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (Brown, J., concurring) (underscoring importance of Chevron’s first step).
143 See, e.g., Encino Motorcars, LLC v. Navarro, 136 S. Ct. 2117, 2125-26 (2016) (finding a change in agency interpretation arbitrary and capricious because the agency inadequately explained why the interpretation was changed); Perez v. Mortg. Bankers Ass’n, 135 S. Ct. 2195, 2209 (2015) (noting that it is arbitrary and capricious to change an interpretation that has been relied upon without explaining why). But see FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 514 (2009) (holding that not all changes in agency interpretation need be justified by reasons more substantial than those required to adopt an interpretation in the first instance).
144 See Texas v. United States, 809 F.3d at 170-78 (finding that promulgation of an alleged guidance document was procedurally defective because it was not submitted for notice and comment).
145 De Niz Robles v. Lynch, 803 F.3d 1165, 1171-72 (10th Cir. 2015).
146 Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d 1142, 1144-49 (10th Cir. 2016).
147 Indeed, Professor Adrian Vermeule recently argued that courts are moving toward greater deference. ADRIAN VERMEULE, LAW’S ABNEGATION: FROM LAW’S EMPIRE TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE 157-58 (2016).
148 See Perez, 135 S. Ct. at 2206 (rejecting additional procedural requirements for changed agency interpretations); see also FERC v. Elec. Power Supply Ass’n, 136 S. Ct. 760, 782-84 (2016) (rejecting the D.C. Circuit’s contention that FERC did not adequately engage with reasonable arguments against the adopted rule).
and the Court’s at times strong anti-administrative rhetoric, these statements questioning deference contribute to the sense of a growing judicial resistance to administrative governance and judicial concern over the constitutional legitimacy of the administrative state.

3. Other Constitutional Claims. — Finally, the Supreme Court and lower courts have also cut back on administrative governance by constitutional means other than separation of powers. In recent years, the Roberts Court has expanded First Amendment protections in ways that pose challenges to major regulatory schemes.149 This antiregulatory tilt is particularly evident with respect to corporate speech and speech in economic contexts, including most prominently the First Amendment invalidation of bans on direct corporate election spending in *Citizens United v. FEC.*150 It is also demonstrated by the D.C. Circuit’s protection of employers’ refusals to post statements of workers’ statutory rights to organize151 and the Supreme Court’s protections for corporate access to information for drug marketing.152 A similar phenomenon has occurred in relation to religion, with regulatory requirements being significantly pared back in the name of religious free exercise.153

Both of these trends were on display in the 2016 Term. *Expressions Hair Design v. Schneiderman*154 involved a challenge by merchants to a New York statute that precluded them from imposing a surcharge on consumers who pay by credit card; the merchants claimed that the statute violated their First Amendment rights by regulating how they communicate their prices.155 The Court did not reach the question of whether the statute actually violated the First Amendment; instead it simply found that the statute regulated speech and remanded for the
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155 Id. at 1146–48.
Second Circuit to assess its constitutionality in the first instance.\textsuperscript{156} The Court was somewhat more forthcoming in *Trinity Lutheran Church of Columbia, Inc. v. Comer*,\textsuperscript{157} where by a 7–2 vote it ruled that Missouri’s refusal to allow a church to participate in a government-subsidized playground resurfacing program violated the Free Exercise Clause.\textsuperscript{158} But the majority limited its holding to express discrimination in the context of playground resurfacing — an oddly specific limit, but one that avoided reaching questions of more religious uses or other types of government funding, and also served to secure Justice Breyer’s vote.\textsuperscript{159}

In other individual rights contexts, however, the Roberts Court’s willingness to overturn regulatory schemes has been more muted. Of particular note, other than protection of commercial and corporate speech, the Roberts Court has not indicated much interest in revitalizing individual economic rights doctrines in a way that would force a significant curtailment in government regulation. For example, the Court has shown little interest in reviving direct economic due process protection of the *Lochner*\textsuperscript{160} variety. It has also proceeded cautiously on the takings front, invalidating a longstanding agricultural marketing arrangement, but on grounds that accord with well-established doctrine and yielded broad support among the Justices.\textsuperscript{161} This Term’s decision in *Murr v. Wisconsin*\textsuperscript{162} continued this restrained stance, with Justice Kennedy’s 5–3 opinion insisting that regulatory takings analysis must be flexible to balance individual property rights with the government’s power to regulate, and therefore rejecting a categorical rule that property lot boundaries must define the extent of property for takings purposes.\textsuperscript{163} Although *Murr* provoked a dissent by Chief Justice Roberts that Justices Thomas and Alito joined, the dissent expressly limited its objections to the majority’s methodology, stating that the majority’s finding of no taking was not troubling and that the type of zoning ordinance at issue "is
a commonplace tool to preserve scenic areas . . . for the benefit of landowners and the public alike.\textsuperscript{164}

Instead of developing economic rights directly, the Court has turned to constitutional surrogates to limit economic regulation — the First Amendment claims identified above\textsuperscript{165} and also federalism limits to the scope of national authority. The prime example of the latter move is \textit{NFIB v. Sebelius},\textsuperscript{166} where the Court ruled that Congress’s commerce power did not extend to requiring individuals to buy health insurance, although it ultimately upheld the Affordable Care Act’s individual mandate as a tax.\textsuperscript{167} A prohibition on congressional regulation of inaction is unlikely to have much import in practice, given the rarity of such regulatory regimes and the ease with which inaction usually can be reformulated as action — not to mention a majority’s willingness to allow Congress to rely on its taxing power to similar effect. Thus, \textit{NFIB} suggests the Roberts Court’s hesitancy to pull back significantly on national regulatory power.\textsuperscript{168} Yet the fact that the Court came close to invalidating the most significant national social welfare program in a generation, and asserted constraints on the spending power for the first time, again indicates the extent to which judicial views on national power may be changing.

Moreover, several lower court judges have given voice to strong off-the-court libertarian attacks on administrative government,\textsuperscript{169} as well as occasional on-the-court diatribes. Perhaps the most dramatic of the latter was Judge Brown’s concurrence in \textit{Hettinga v. United States},\textsuperscript{170} joined by Judge Sentelle, invoking “the gap between the rhetoric of free markets and the reality of ubiquitous regulation” and characterizing regulation of a dairy farmer as “impermissibl[e] collectiviz[ation],” despite concluding the statute at issue was sanctioned by a long line of constitutional adjudication.\textsuperscript{171} Similar sharp libertarian statements appear at other levels of government, with Texas Supreme Court Justice Willett
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\item \textsuperscript{167} \textit{Id.} at 574–75; see also Jamal Greene, \textit{What the New Deal Settled}, 15 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 265, 277–84 (2012) (arguing that the NFIB challengers relied on federalism arguments as a proxy for debunked Lochnerian substantive due process).
\item \textsuperscript{168} See Gillian E. Metzger, \textit{The Supreme Court, 2011 Term — Comment: To Tax, to Spend, to Regulate}, 126 HARV. L. REV. 83, 112–16 (2012) (“[I]t is not at all clear that there is substantial sentiment on the Court for curbing the national government in favor of the states.”).
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\item \textsuperscript{171} \textit{Id.} at 480 (Brown, J., concurring); see also Ass’n of Am. R.Rs. v. Dep’t of Transp., 821 F.3d 19, 39 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (“The Constitution’s drafters may not have foreseen the formidable prerogatives of the administrative state . . . .”).
\end{footnotes}
describing a state constitutional challenge to a hair braider licensing requirement as being “about whether government can connive with rent-seeking factions to ration liberty unrestrained.”

4. Academic Attacks. — This growing judicial resistance to administrative government is supported by increasing academic attacks on the constitutional legitimacy of administrative government. To be sure, academic complaints about the current scope of national regulatory power are well established, and some scholars have long alleged that the modern national administrative state is fundamentally at odds with the Constitution. But these administrative challenges have expanded in scope and become more prominent in academic debates over the separation of powers. The most extreme example of this trend is perhaps Professor Philip Hamburger’s Is Administrative Law Unlawful?. In Hamburger’s portrayal, administrative government is the modern incarnation of the royal prerogative overturned in Britain at the end of the seventeenth century: Agencies unlawfully engage in legislation and adjudication, and the combination of these functions in agencies yields consolidated and absolute power. The “Constitution in Exile” movement, with its attacks on contemporary delegation and commerce power doctrine as deviating from the original constitutional plan, was an early manifestation of the current academic anti-administrative trend.
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Like the judicial attacks, scholars also target specific features of administrative governance as unconstitutional, such as delegation\(^\text{179}\) and administrative adjudication.\(^\text{180}\) Interestingly, although Reagan-era attacks on administrative governance challenged restrictions on presidential authority as unconstitutional,\(^\text{181}\) some anti-administrative scholars are now sounding alarms about burgeoning presidential power.\(^\text{182}\)

Academic attacks on administrative governance additionally parallel judicial attacks in combining full-bore constitutional assaults with more moderate interventions. Surrounding these constitutional attacks is a growing body of legal academic work pushing back at administrative governance more incrementally, often through administrative law.\(^\text{183}\) A particular area of focus is *Chevron* deference, which conservative scholars condemn as unconstitutionally biased in the government’s favor and violating Article III as well as the APA.\(^\text{184}\) A notable difference between judicial and academic anti-administrativism, however, is the strong libertarian edge to anti-administrative scholarship. Professors Randy Barnett, David Bernstein, and Richard Epstein, in particular, have prominently critiqued national regulation for exceeding constitutional bounds and violating individual rights, as part of a broader effort to revive *Lochner* and libertarian constitutionalism.\(^\text{185}\)

The recent spurt of anti-administrative scholarship is in part a response to the Obama Administration’s expansive use of executive power


in a progressive and proregulatory direction. But these academic moves reflect a longer-term and more lasting development. They are part of a wider and decades-old effort to reset constitutional law in a conservative and libertarian direction, reflected in the work of conservative legal groups like the Federalist Society and the Institute for Justice. As that suggests, there is a mutually reinforcing relationship between judicial and academic attacks on the administrative state. Hamburger’s volume gained prominence when it was repeatedly cited by Justice Thomas in his American Railroads concurrence, while Barnett and other scholars have sought to advance their scholarly views through litigation, such as the constitutional challenge to the Affordable Care Act. This parallel academic push thus makes the judicial anti-administrative turn seem more likely to intensify, particularly with appointments of judges with deep roots in the conservative legal movement.

C. Contemporary Anti-Administrativism’s Core Themes

These attacks on the administrative state may seem on the surface a diverse lot. They encompass a range of measures and challenges, and even similar claims are advocated with varying degrees of moderation and extremity. Nor does support for these challenges necessarily signal antipathy to administrative government. One can favor greater presidential power over the administrative state while also supporting more active administration, for example. Scholars committed to the administrative project have criticized executive branch excesses, identified agency failures, and long raised concerns about Chevron...
Some proposed anti-administrative measures find favor across the political spectrum, and many progressives are now turning to the courts to counter the Trump Administration’s regulatory rollbacks, just as conservatives used litigation to resist the Obama Administration’s preregulatory initiatives.

Nonetheless, these current attacks evidence commonalities that justify their linkage as part of a distinct and emerging phenomenon. In particular, three key themes run throughout: a rhetorical and almost visceral resistance to an administrative government perceived to be running amok; a strong turn to the courts as the means to curb administrative power; and a heavy constitutional overlay, wherein the contemporary administrative state is portrayed as at odds with the basic constitutional structure and the original understanding of separation of powers. These underlying logics offer the conceptual frame that drives contemporary anti-administrativism, but they lack merit on examination.

1. Rhetorical Anti-Administrativism. — These political, judicial, and academic attacks stand out for their rhetorical antipathy to administrative government. Such strident rhetoric is unsurprising in the political sphere, where bureaucracy bashing is nothing new. And although Hamburger’s repeated insistence that administrative government is “unlawful,” “extralegal,” and “supralegal,” and represents the “exercise of power outside and above the law” is striking for academic

(1960) (analysis for newly elected President Kennedy of regulatory problems and failures, written by a central defender of the administrative state in the 1930s).


195 As an example, Professor Cass Sunstein, the former head of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) under President Obama, has indicated his support for aspects of the RAA. See Sunstein, supra note 43.


197 Two other important connections are the shared network of lawyers, scholars, advocates, and funders that lies behind the current spate of attacks and the parallels to claims raised against administrative government in the 1930s, discussed below in Part II.

198 Professor Edward Rubin has characterized this phenomenon as an “anti-administrative impulse,” a “preanalytic hostility to the modern administrative state,” and an “anti-bureaucratic pastoralism that feeds on nostalgia for simpler, more integrated times.” Edward Rubin, Essay, The Myth of Accountability and the Anti-Administrative Impulse, 103 MICH. L. REV. 2073, 2073-74 (2005).

199 HAMBURGER, supra note 176, at 6-7. Similarly in this vein is Hamburger’s recent short book titled The Administrative Threat. See PHILIP HAMBURGER, THE ADMINISTRATIVE THREAT 4 (2017) (“Administrative power is thus all about the evasion of governance through law,
commentary, diatribes against administrative government are no strangers to legal scholarship.200

Similar rhetorical excesses appear frequently in the Supreme Court’s recent separation of powers and administrative law jurisprudence. Agency officials are overregulating “bureaucrats”201 who seek to expand their authority by exploiting judicial deference202 and who wield their broad delegated powers arbitrarily203 or with the intent of advancing their own interests at the expense of the regulated public.204 National administrative government consists of “hundreds of federal agencies poking into every nook and cranny of daily life”205 as part of a “titanic administrative state.”206 This harsh condemnation of the federal government is unusual in Supreme Court jurisprudence and also appears to be a relatively recent development, largely dating back to Chief Justice Roberts’s Free Enterprise opinion.207 Often these judicial castigations of administrative government are unnecessary to the case at hand. A prime exemplar is Justice Gorsuch’s broadside against agencies in Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch208 when he was still on the Tenth Circuit, which came in a concurrence to an opinion he himself had written.209 But Justice Thomas is undoubtedly the king of the anti-administrative concurrence, having used the form to issue long discursions on the unconstitutionality of administrative governance on several occasions in recent years.210

including an evasion of constitutional processes and procedural rights. These legal problems are forceful reasons to reject all administrative power and, indeed, to consider it the civil liberties issue of our time.”).

200 See supra section I.B.4, pp. 51–53.

201 City of Arlington v. FCC, 569 U.S. 290, 305 (2013) (“These lines will be drawn . . . by unelected federal bureaucrats . . . .”).

202 Decker v. Nw. Envtl. Def. Ctr., 568 U.S. 597, 620 (2013) (Scalia, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (arguing that courts sanctioned unconstitutional agency aggrandizement in stating: “[W]hen an agency interprets its own rules[,] . . . [t]hen the power to prescribe is augmented by the power to interpret; and the incentive is to speak vaguely and broadly . . . .” (emphasis omitted)).


204 See City of Arlington, 569 U.S. at 313–15 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting); see also Ass’n of Am. R.Rs. v. Dep’t of Transp., 821 F.3d 19, 27 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (“The specific fairness question we face here is whether an economically self-interested entity may exercise regulatory authority over its rivals.”).

205 City of Arlington, 569 U.S. at 315 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting).

206 Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d 1142, 1155 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., concurring).


208 834 F.3d 1142.

209 See id. at 1149 (Gorsuch, J., concurring).

210 See NLRB v. SW Gen., Inc., 137 S. Ct. 929, 945 (2017) (Thomas, J., concurring); Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699, 2712 (2015) (Thomas, J., concurring); Ass’n of Am. R.Rs., 135 S. Ct. at 1240
The rhetorical character of judicial anti-administrativism is reinforced by the sharp disconnect that often exists between the constitutional concerns invoked and the legal result reached. Take, for example, Chief Justice Roberts’s statement in City of Arlington that “[t]he accumulation of . . . powers in the same hands is not an occasional or isolated exception to the constitutional plan; it is a central feature of modern American government. . . . [T]he danger posed by the growing power of the administrative state cannot be dismissed.211 The logical inference from such language is that modern administrative government is systematically unconstitutional, yet all the Chief Justice sought was an exclusion of jurisdictional determinations from the ambit of Chevron deference.212 Similarly, with the exception of Justice Thomas, anti-administrative Justices have largely kept to corralling administrative government at the edges, unwilling to significantly curtail key administrative phenomena such as delegations of power or administrative adjudication.213

As Professors Cass Sunstein and Adrian Vermeule have argued, these judicial attacks on administrative government “[a]t bottom . . . rest[] on the overriding fear that the executive will abuse its power.”214 This anti-administrative rhetoric interestingly reveals two related yet distinct concerns about executive power. One is that it is unaccountable, best captured by Chief Justice Roberts’s plaintive complaint against administrative government as undemocratic in Free Enterprise:

One can have a government that functions without being ruled by functionaries, and a government that benefits from expertise without being ruled by experts. Our Constitution was adopted to enable the people to govern themselves, through their elected leaders. The growth of the Executive Branch, which now wields vast power and touches almost every aspect of daily life, heightens the concern that it may slip from the Executive’s control, and thus from that of the people.215

The other concern is that executive power is aggrandized, evident in comments singling out administrative government’s “vast and varied”216

---

212 Id. at 312.
213 See supra pp. 21–22.
214 Sunstein & Vermeule, supra note 8, at 44.
215 Free Enter. Fund v. Pub. Co. Accounting Oversight Bd., 561 U.S. 477, 499 (2010). Dissenting, Justice Breyer attacked the majority for adopting an unduly formalistic analysis, arguing that the SEC had multiple mechanisms for overseeing the PCAOB other than removal and that the presence or lack of for-cause removal protection for PCAOB members did not affect presidential control in practice. Id. at 519–30 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
216 Id. at 499 (majority opinion).
scope and “arrogation of power.” Core to this concern with “aggrandizement of the power of administrative agencies” is the claim that Congress has “effective[ly] delegat[ed] . . . huge swaths of lawmaking authority” to agencies, so that “agencies, as a practical matter, draw upon a potent brew of executive, legislative, and judicial power.”

The distinction between these two concerns about executive power — that it is politically unaccountable and that it is aggrandized — matters because their respective remedies may stand in some tension. More specifically, those fearing unaccountable power often advocate greater presidential control over government administration. But from an aggrandized power perspective, such a response may simply worsen the problem, adding the President’s popular authority and political leadership to the mix of executive, legislative, and adjudicatory powers agencies wield on their own. These judicial concerns about executive power also appear particularly targeted at domestic and administrative contexts. When it comes to foreign relations, the Roberts Court’s record is mixed, sustaining some strong claims of executive power while rejecting others. But similar rhetorical concerns about executive power spinning out of control or being exercised at odds with the constitutional structure are largely — if not completely — lacking. Anti-administrative Justices also appear more sanguine about executive power in the national security arena. Moreover, on issues of

219 City of Arlington, 569 U.S. at 327 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting).
220 See Free Enterprise, 561 U.S. at 484 (“The President cannot ‘take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed’ if he cannot oversee the faithfulness of the officers who execute them.” (quoting U.S. CONST. art. II, § 3)); PHH Corp. v. Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau, 839 F.3d 1, 5 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (“To carry out the executive power and be accountable for the exercise of that power, the President must be able to control subordinate officers in executive agencies.”). See generally Steven G. Calabresi, Some Normative Arguments for the Unitary Executive, 48 ARK. L. REV. 23 (1995).
221 See infra section III.A, pp. 72–77; see also Sunstein & Vermeule, supra note 8, at 47.
222 Compare Zivotosky ex rel. Zivotosky v. Kerry, 135 S. Ct. 2076 (2015) (holding that the President has exclusive power to recognize foreign nations and governments), with Boumediene v. Bush, 553 U.S. 723 (2008) (holding that restrictions on judicial review of executive determinations of enemy-combatant status violated habeas corpus). See also Medellin v. Texas, 552 U.S. 491 (2008) (holding that an international treaty agreed to by the President is not domestic law unless it is self-executing or Congress passes implementing legislation).
223 See Zivotofsky, 135 S. Ct. at 2116 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (arguing that the majority’s decision to recognize an exclusive presidential power was an unconstitutional return to the royal prerogative in foreign affairs).
224 See, e.g., Trump v. Int’l Refugee Assistance Project, 137 S. Ct. 2080, 2089–90 (2017) (Thomas, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (arguing for complete lifting of stay on travel and refugee ban issued by President Trump on national security grounds); Boumediene, 553 U.S. at 802–
specifically presidential power, anti-administrative Justices are often all over the map, sometimes upholding strong claims of presidential power and sometimes rejecting them. Congress’s response to presidential assertions of power, on the other hand, is largely driven by partisanship rather than institutional concerns, with congressional leaders supporting Presidents of their party even at the cost of congressional prerogatives.

Hence, although overlapping at times with more established constitutional critiques of the administrative state such as the unitary executive theory, contemporary anti-administrationism stands as a distinct phenomenon. Further evidence of this comes from the fact that the judicial anti-administrationists’ preferred remedy frequently is not greater presidential control. True, the Court in *Free Enterprise* opted for the remedial route of invalidating limits on the President’s removal authority. But even *Free Enterprise* sanctioned limits on presidential control by upholding the PCAOB’s constitutionality once its structure was reduced to a single level of for-cause removal protection.

2. The Judicial Turn. — Instead, the most common response to these fears of unaccountable and aggrandized executive power is an assertion of a greater role for the Article III courts. This judicial turn is particularly evident in the efforts to replace interpretive deference with independent judicial judgment, as well as the growing challenges to administrative adjudication.

Pulling back on deference is often justified as mandated by the APA’s instruction that “the reviewing court shall decide all relevant questions of law, [and] interpret constitutional and statutory provisions.” Yet a number of administrative law doctrines represent substantial judicial elaboration in tension with the APA’s text. The Court overturned one

---

13 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (emphasizing administrative procedures available to challenge executive detention as well as limited judicial review in concluding detainees’ habeas corpus rights were not violated).

225 Compare *Boumediene*, 553 U.S. at 801 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting), and id. at 826 (Scalia, J., dissenting), with *Zivotofsky*, 135 S. Ct. at 2113 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting), and id. at 2126 (Scalia, J., dissenting).


228 5 U.S.C. § 706 (2012). In *Perez v. Mortgage Bankers Ass’n*, 135 S. Ct. 1199 (2015), Justice Scalia advanced an additional APA argument, contending that judicial deference to agency regulatory interpretations is at odds with § 553(b)(A), which excluded interpretive rules from notice-and-comment rulemaking procedures because they lacked the force of law. *Perez*, 135 S. Ct. at 1211–12 (Scalia, J., concurring in the judgment).

such elaboration recently in Perez v. Mortgage Bankers Ass’n,\textsuperscript{230} rejecting the D.C. Circuit’s one-bite rule allowing agencies only one chance to issue a definitive interpretation of a regulation without having to go through notice-and-comment rulemaking, a restriction that the Court held was “contrary to the clear text of the APA’s rulemaking provisions.”\textsuperscript{231} For the most part, however, there are few judicial calls to pull back on these doctrines as nontextually supported incursions into agencies’ rightful discretion.\textsuperscript{232} Perhaps the biggest weakness with the APA argument is that taking it seriously would entail dispensing with Chevron altogether, but as of now only Justices Thomas and Gorsuch are willing to go so far.\textsuperscript{233}

The underlying impetus thus seems less about respecting the APA and more about reasserting judicial power over the executive branch. Further evidence of this comes from the repeated invocations of Marbury’s famous statement that “[i]t is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is,”\textsuperscript{234} in justifying denial of deference. To be clear, the suggestion that the courts must independently police agency authority at some level is hardly novel; that proposition is embodied in Chevron’s step one, in which courts exercise independent judgment in determining whether Congress has spoken plainly to the question at hand.\textsuperscript{235} These new invocations go further, however, and use Marbury to argue against granting deference even

---


\textsuperscript{231} Id. at 1206.

\textsuperscript{232} If anything, the Supreme Court may be strengthening these doctrines, for example by holding that an agency acted arbitrarily by failing to consider cost at the very outset (as opposed to later in a rulemaking) when the governing statute simply instructed the agency to consider “appropriate” factors in deciding whether to regulate. See Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699, 2706–12 (2015). But see FERC v. Elec. Power Supply Ass’n, 136 S. Ct. 760, 782–84 (2016) (emphasizing the limited scope of judicial review of agency reasoning in overturning lower court determination that agency had acted arbitrarily).

\textsuperscript{233} See supra notes 136–37 and accompanying text; see also Perez, 135 S. Ct. at 1211 (Scalia, J., concurring in the judgment) (noting that the Court had developed deference doctrines at odds with “the original design of the APA” and urging that Auer deference be overturned but signaling reluctance to take such a step with respect to Chevron deference). Several scholars also advocate dispensing with Chevron. See, e.g., Hamburger, supra note 176, at 315–17; Ginsburg & Menashi, supra note 179, at 497–500.

\textsuperscript{234} 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 177 (1803).

when statutory ambiguity exists. A similar concern that agencies are trenching on the Article III courts’ purview links the deference pullback to the attacks on administrative adjudication. An emphasis on reasserting judicial power also comes from the political sphere, with prohibitions on judicial deference to any agency statutory or regulatory interpretations, as well as provisions for expanded judicial review of agency rulemaking in the proposed RAA and Separation of Powers Restoration Act.

The judicial power arguments against deference come in two varieties, one far more radical than the other. The radical attack maintains that deference is constitutionally prohibited in a twofold sense: first, because deference allows agencies to unconstitutionally exercise judicial power by promulgating binding interpretations of statutes, and second, because independently interpreting statutes is necessary for courts to perform their Marbury function and serve as a check on executive power. Both claims rely on a classical understanding of law as having a fixed meaning and interpretation as distinct from policymaking, so that determining “the best policy choice” is different from determining “what the [statute or] regulation means.” This argument challenges Chevron and Auer head-on, particularly Chevron’s express elision of interpretation and policymaking in many contexts and corresponding acceptance that a statute’s or regulation’s interpretation can change. But its radical import is even greater: This argument would also preclude Congress from expressly delegating binding interpretative authority to agencies, and its insistence on a firm divide between interpretation and policymaking conflicts with broadly accepted legal realist insights about the frequency of legal indeterminacy, and thus of policymaking, in judicial decisionmaking.

236 See, e.g., Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2712 (Thomas, J., concurring); King v. Burwell, 135 S. Ct. 2480, 2496 (2015); Waterkeeper All. v. EPA, 853 F.3d 527, 539 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (Brown, J., concurring); Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d 1142, 1156 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., concurring).

237 See supra notes 106–08, 180 and accompanying text.

238 See supra notes 48–53 and accompanying text.

239 Perez v. Mortg. Bankers Ass’n, 135 S. Ct. 1199, 1217 (2015) (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment); Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2712 (Thomas, J., concurring); see also Gutierrez-Brizuela, 834 F.3d at 1149–52 (Gorsuch, J., concurring).

240 Perez, 135 S. Ct. at 1222 (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment); Pojanowski, supra note 67, at 1089–90.


242 Sunstein & Vermeule, supra note 8, at 79.

Further, the argument that Article III compels independent judicial judgment for all questions of statutory interpretation runs into substantial arguments to the contrary. Article III may in fact militate in favor of deference to expert elucidation of statutory standards if the questions at issue require specialized expertise or experience that the federal courts lack. In such contexts, preserving the federal courts’ ability to perform their constitutional function and reach accurate, coherent, and consistent determinations may mandate deference to agency determinations. Nor does the historical record support an independent judgment requirement. Until the early decades of the twentieth century, direct review of executive decisionmaking was rare, and the direct challenges often took the form of mandamus actions that limited the scope of judicial review. Moreover, a number of decisions invoked the propriety of judicial deference to executive statutory interpretations. Legal academics dispute the extent of this deference, but there is substantial support for the view that independent judicial judgment was not thought required for a vast array of executive action, often including questions of statutory interpretation. Longstanding jurisprudence also holds that Article III courts need not be involved at all in adjudications of matters of public right, without regard to whether statutory interpretation was involved. Although the Court’s understanding of what counts as public right has varied over time, historically the category included some coercive governmental action, such as forced payment of customs duties, as well as grants of privileges and licenses, such as public land grants. Today, as Stern indicated, the Court considers a right to be public when it is “integrally related to particular Federal


Government action.\textsuperscript{249} Either the historical or the contemporary definition could bring much contemporary regulation within the public right category, and thus into the category of actions for which no Article III involvement traditionally was thought constitutionally necessary — let alone de novo judicial review;\textsuperscript{250}

The radical argument against deference and in favor of independent judicial judgment thus is implausible. That leaves the more restrained approach, which invokes judicial independent judgment instead of \textit{Chevron} deference in only certain situations, such as jurisdictional questions or big-ticket economic and political issues. But little principled basis exists for singling out these situations; the driver instead appears to be judicial intuitions about which statutory questions Congress would want a court to decide.\textsuperscript{251} As Justice Scalia wrote for the Court in \textit{City of Arlington}, rejecting a jurisdictional exception to \textit{Chevron}:

The [jurisdictional] label is an empty distraction because every new application of a broad statutory term can be reframed as a questionable extension of the agency’s jurisdiction . . . . The federal judge as haruspex, sifting the entrails of vast statutory schemes to divine whether a particular agency interpretation qualifies as “jurisdictional,” is not engaged in reasoned decisionmaking.\textsuperscript{252}

Moreover, insofar as the underlying logic of this approach is that courts are a necessary check on an ever-growing and out-of-control executive branch, the number of situations when Justices will conclude Congress would want independent judicial judgment seems likely only to grow. This approach thus can quickly become less restrained and not much different from wholesale revocation of \textit{Chevron}, except in its lack of transparency about its aims.

3. \textit{Constitutionalism and Originalism.} — A third theme, evident from the preceding discussion, is anti-administrativism’s heavy consti-

\textsuperscript{249} 564 U.S. 462, 490–91 (2011).
\textsuperscript{250} See Fallon, \textit{ supra} note 248, at 951–63 (analyzing the tensions that traditional public rights ideas pose to viewing Article III appellate review of administrative determinations as constitutionally necessary). Although the Court has deviated from its traditional exclusion of matters of public right from any need for judicial review, it has emphasized that “Article III does not confer . . . an absolute right to the plenary consideration of every nature of claim by an Article III court” and upheld deferential review such as a “weight of the evidence” standard as sufficient to preserve the “essential attributes of judicial power” in the Article III courts. \textit{Commodity Futures Trading Comm’n v. Schor}, 478 U.S. 833, 848, 852-53 (1986).
\textsuperscript{251} See Michael Herz, Essay, \textit{Chevron is Dead; Long Live Chevron}, 115 \textit{COLUM. L. REV.} 1867, 1872–79 (2015) (arguing that \textit{Chevron} is fundamentally a doctrine of judicial self-regulation, resting on the courts’ views of when a judicial check on the executive (or judicial turf-protection) is warranted).
\textsuperscript{252} 569 U.S. 290, 300–01 (2013).
tutional flavor, particularly in its judicial and academic varieties. Often — though not always — this constitutional dimension is marked by originalism. According to anti-administrative accounts, the core of the Framers’ structural design was limiting government so as to protect individual liberty. But on their view the administrative state does the opposite: where the Framers sought to make it hard for the national government to bind individuals, administrative government makes it easy; where the Framers sought to separate out legislative, judicial, and executive power into separate hands and ensure checks among the branches, administrative government combines them into one and dramatically aggrandizes the executive branch. The net result is that the “vast and varied federal bureaucracy”... now hold[s]... over our economic, social, and political activities” to a degree “[t]he Framers could hardly have envisioned.”

253 Hamburger’s account, for example, trains most of its attention on seventeenth-century Britain rather than the Framing. HAMBURGER, supra note 176; JOSEPH POSTELL, BUREAUCRACY IN AMERICA: THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE’S CHALLENGE TO CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT 6 (2017).

254 See, e.g., Dep’t of Transp. v. Ass’n of Am. R.Rs., 135 S. Ct. 1225, 1245 (2015) (Thomas, J., concurring) (“At the center of the Framers’ dedication to the separation of powers was individual liberty.” (citing THE FEDERALIST No. 47, at 299 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 2003))); City of Arlington, 569 U.S. at 315 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (“The Framers did divide governmental power in the manner the Court describes, for the purpose of safeguarding liberty.”); Stern, 554 U.S. at 483 (“As Hamilton put it, quoting Montesquieu, ‘there is no liberty if the power of judging be not separated from the legislative and executive powers.’” (quoting THE FEDERALIST NO. 78, at 465 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 2003))); Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d 1142, 1149 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., concurring) (“Even more importantly, the founders considered the separation of powers a vital guard against governmental encroachment on the people’s liberties, including all those later enumerated in the Bill of Rights.”).

255 See, e.g., Ass’n of Am. R.Rs., 135 S. Ct. at 1237 (Alito, J., concurring) (arguing that “bicamerality and presentment make lawmaking difficult by design” and that the Constitution’s “deliberative process” is “not something to be lamented and evaded” (alteration omitted) (quoting John F. Manning, Lawmaking Made Easy, 10 GREEN BAG 2D 191, 201 (2007))); Gutierrez-Brizuela, 834 F.3d at 1151 (Gorsuch, J., concurring) (criticizing Brand X for allowing regulatory overriding of judicial decisions “without the inconvenience of having to engage the legislative processes the Constitution prescribes,” leading to “[a] form of Lawmaking Made Easy, one that permits all too easy intrusions on the liberty of the people”).

256 See, e.g., Ass’n of Am. R.Rs., 135 S. Ct. at 1254-55 (Thomas, J., concurring) (“We have overseen and sanctioned the growth of an administrative system that concentrates the power to make laws and the power to enforce them in the hands of a vast and unaccountable administrative apparatus that finds no comfortable home in our constitutional structure.”); Decker v. Nw. Envtl. Def. Ctr., 558 U.S. 507, 519 (2013) (Scalia, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (“When the legislative and executive powers are united in the same person... there can be no liberty; because apprehensions may arise, lest the same monarch or senate should enact tyrannical laws, to execute them in a tyrannical manner.” (alteration in original) (quoting MONTESQUIEU, THE SPIRIT OF THE LAWS 151-52 (Oskar Piest ed., Thomas Nugent trans., 1949) (1748))).

Separation of powers concerns have long animated administrative law and judicial review of executive action, albeit usually remaining tacit.\textsuperscript{258} What is new is thus not their presence but the extent to which constitutional concerns are now openly invoked in administrative law opinions. Yet this express invocation is rarely accompanied by sustained constitutional analysis — perhaps because, as noted above, few Justices seem willing to embrace the rollback in national administrative government that the posited antimony of separation of powers and contemporary national administrative government would seem to entail.\textsuperscript{259} The problem for anti-administrativists, however, is that background separation of powers concerns can be addressed in a variety of ways, including approaches that embrace the administrative state rather than cabin it. Concerns about amalgamated powers, for example, could be met by separation of functions requirements within agencies and other internal administrative checks.\textsuperscript{260} Posited at a general level, separation of powers principles say little about the constitutionality of the administrative state.

A similar weakness undercuts anti-administrativists’ invocations of originalism. As others have noted, there is an unfortunate selectivity to anti-administrativist originalism.\textsuperscript{261} Part of the problem with seeking contemporary constitutional conclusions from the original debates on constitutional structure is that the Framers pursued multiple goals.\textsuperscript{262} Limiting government — limiting the national government’s scope, limiting the ease by which it could enact legislation, and to some extent

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{258} See generally Gillian E. Metzger, Essay, Ordinary Administrative Law as Constitutional Common Law, 120 COLUM. L. REV. 479 (2010).  
\textsuperscript{259} See supra pp. 21-22, 36.  
\textsuperscript{260} See, e.g., Gillian E. Metzger, The Constitutional Duty to Supervise, 124 YALE L.J. 1836 (2015) (arguing for strengthening internal administrative supervision to meet constitutional structural demands); Peter L. Strauss, The Place of Agencies in Government: Separation of Powers and the Fourth Branch, 84 COLUM. L. REV. 573, 622–25 (1984) (emphasizing separation of functions requirements as satisfying separation of powers concerns); see also Jeremy Waldron, Political Political Theory: Essays on Institutions 62–70 (2016) (identifying that separation of powers imposes an articulated governance requirement that can be satisfied by internal executive branch separation of powers functions). For a discussion of the multitude of internal checks within agencies and the constitutional functions that they play, see infra pp. 80–85.  
\textsuperscript{261} Sunstein & Vermeule, supra note 8, at 85–87.  
limiting state governments — was a concern of the Framers.\textsuperscript{263} But so were nation-state building and effective government. Indeed, further empowering the national government was the central impetus behind the constitutional convention.\textsuperscript{264} While the Federalists were forced to compromise on several features of their nationalist agenda, they succeeded in obtaining a number of powers viewed as essential to the project of creating a viable national government.\textsuperscript{265} The decision to create an executive branch headed by a single President — despite the fears of a return to monarchy that it aroused — embodied the Framers’ commitment to ensuring the “energy” and capacity for efficient, coordinated, and effective action that the Articles of Confederation system had lacked.\textsuperscript{266} Moreover, some scholars resist the suggested antinomy between these goals of limiting and empowering national government — for instance, arguing that supporters of the Constitution believed that creating “an energetic government” with the “strength to deal with foreign powers and quash interstate rivalries was the surest path to personal liberty.”\textsuperscript{267}

Of course, the general proposition that the Framers sought to empower as well as constrain says little about whether particular administrative arrangements are constitutional.\textsuperscript{268} But, like anti-administrativism’s invocation of separation of powers, most political and judicial anti-administrativist originalism stays at a general and abstract level. Rather than identifying how a specific administrative arrangement is at odds with original understandings, the claim is that the whole thrust and purpose of modern administrative government deviates from the


\textsuperscript{264} See Edling, supra note 263, at 4, 7; Daryl J. Levinson, The Supreme Court, 2015 Term — Foreword: Looking for Power in Public Law, 130 Harv. L. Rev. 31, 47–49 (2016).

\textsuperscript{265} U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cls. 1–5; Edling, supra note 263, at 7–8 (discussing the nation-state building import of Congress’s tax, army, and commerce powers); see also Roger H. Brown, Redeeming the Republic: Federalists, Taxation, and the Origins of the Constitution 171–76, 185–87 (1993).


\textsuperscript{267} Brian Balogh, A Government Out of Sight: The Mystery of National Authority in Nineteenth-Century America 54, 56 (2009); see also Rakove, supra note 262, at 244–56.

\textsuperscript{268} Cf. Martin S. Flaherty, The Most Dangerous Branch, 105 Yale L.J. 1725, 1826 (1996) (“[T]he Founding commitment to energy cannot be discussed in a relative vacuum . . . .”).
Steffen's separation of powers design. Justice Thomas's detailed originalist assessments of the unconstitutionality of administrative arrangements are an exception, but they are universally solo undertakings. These assessments are also difficult to square with the nation's practice since the Founding. As recent scholarship by Professor Jerry Mashaw and others has established, the national administrative state has a long lineage, with some administrative structures in place even at the Constitution's adoption and national administrative officials playing important governance roles from the Washington Administration onward. But perhaps the strongest count against Justice Thomas's originalist opinions is that they would entail a profound disruption in the nature of contemporary government, as he acknowledges. Other Justices' unwillingness to sign onto his full-bore originalist account may reflect the belief that adopting constitutional understandings that would overturn governance relationships on which the nation has by now long relied cannot be justified.

D. Does Contemporary Anti-Administrativism Matter?

A movement against national administrative government is thus afoot in the political arena, the courts, and legal academe. Its

269 See, e.g., City of Arlington v. FCC, 569 U.S. 290, 315 (2013) (Roberts, C.J., dissenting). The opinions in Noel Canning and Stern engage more extensively with original understandings, but both have limited direct import for administrative government. Some anti-administrative scholars engage originalism in more detail. See, e.g., Barnett, supra note 185, at 203–21; Epstein, supra note 185, at 267–84.

270 See, e.g., Dep’t of Transp. v. Ass’n of Am. R.Rs., 135 S. Ct. 1225, 1245–46 (2015) (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment) (arguing that any exercise of policymaking authority by the Executive is at odds with original understandings); Perez v. Mortg. Bankers Ass’n, 135 S. Ct. 1199, 1215–17 (2015) (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment) (arguing that Seminole Rock deference runs afoul of original checks and balances principles); see also NLRB v. SW Gen., Inc., 137 S. Ct. 929, 948–49 (2017) (Thomas, J., concurring) (explaining the original understanding of the Appointments Clause).


272 See SW General, 137 S. Ct. at 948–49 (Thomas, J., concurring); Ass’n of Am. R.Rs., 135 S. Ct. at 1252 (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment).

273 Cf. Rothgery v. Gillespie County, 554 U.S. 191, 213 (2008) (Roberts, C.J., concurring) ("Justice Thomas's analysis of the present issue is compelling, but... [a] sufficient case has not been made for revisiting [two controlling] precedents"); United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 574 (1995) (Kennedy, J., concurring) ("[T]he Court as an institution and the legal system as a whole have an immense stake in the stability of our Commerce Clause jurisprudence as it has evolved to this point.").
significance, however, is unclear. In particular, is the national administrative state really under siege, or are we simply witnessing an anti-administrative phase likely to have little lasting effect?

Some anti-administrative moves could prove quite significant. The RAA, for example, would be a substantial impediment to major and high-impact rulemakings if enacted, the REINS Act even more so. Scholarship documenting the deregulatory effect of OIRA review even absent a 2–1 repeal requirement suggests that the regulatory initiatives of the Trump Administration could be momentous as well, and regulatory repeals have already undone rules years in the making. The Court’s First Amendment decisions, particularly *Citizens United*, have had a profound effect on certain regulatory regimes. If a majority of the Court were to reject the constitutionality of broad delegations or the combination of functions in a single agency, much of the national administrative state would be in immediate jeopardy. Similarly, invalidation of administrative adjudication as violating Article III or as unconstitutionally biased by virtue of agencies’ additional rulemaking and enforcement roles would have a dramatic effect, calling into question basic and longstanding features of our national administrative landscape.

But as noted above, good reasons exist to conclude that few of these more radical political moves will come to pass. So far the judicial bark has been fiercer than its bite, and when the Roberts Court has invalidated an administrative arrangement on constitutional grounds, it has often done so narrowly (as in *Free Enterprise* and *Noel Canning*), or in ways that could minimize the impact on administrative governance (as in *Stern* and *NFIB*). For all their success of late, First Amendment challenges are unlikely to render broad swaths of the national administrative state unconstitutional. Support is growing on the Court for some
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274 See supra notes 37–46 and accompanying text.
275 See, e.g., Nicholas Bagley & Richard L. Revesz, *Centralized Oversight of the Regulatory State*, 106 COLUM. L. REV. 1260, 1263–82 (2006) (arguing that OIRA has an inherently deregulatory bias because (1) it focuses on cost-benefit analysis, (2) it is not rigorous regarding decisions to deregulate, (3) it does not regulate agency inaction, and (4) it is structured procedurally to support deregulation).
276 See Purdy, supra note 149, at 195 (“Constitutional neoliberalism is broad in that it touches many areas of legal regulation, from state controls on pharmaceutical marketing to the federal individual-insurance mandate to corporate campaign contributions.”); see also Shanor, supra note 149, at 134 (“[T]he First Amendment has emerged as a powerful deregulatory engine.”).
277 See FTC v. Cement Inst., 333 U.S. 683, 701 (1948) (remarking that finding the FTC biased in its adjudication of antitrust claims “would to a large extent defeat the congressional purposes which prompted passage of the Trade Commission Act”); see also 5 U.S.C. §§ 554, 556–57 (2012) (providing for de novo review of ALJ determinations by the head of the relevant agency).
278 On *NFIB*’s limited import, see, for example, Samuel R. Bagenstos, *The Anti-Leveraging Principle and the Spending Clause After NFIB*, 101 GEO. L.J. 861, 898–902 (2013), which argues that the use of the “anti-leveraging principle” did a reasonably good job accommodating constitutional values without threatening the constitutionality of too many Spending Clause laws.
pullback on judicial deference to agency interpretations, yet several scholars argue that such a pullback would have little impact in practice. The reasons given — first, that courts deferred before *Chevron* and *Auer* and would continue to do so regardless, and second, that *Chevron* and *Auer* do little work because they are riddled with exceptions — are somewhat contradictory, but lead to the same conclusion.\footnote{Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d 1142, 1158 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., concurring) ("We managed to live with the administrative state before *Chevron*. We could do it again. Put simply, it seems to me that in a world without *Chevron* very little would change — except perhaps the most important things."); VERMEULE, supra note 147, at 31, 74–76; Beermann, supra note 194, at 869–85, 845–50 (discussing the problems that have developed in employing *Chevron* and the possibility of retaining deference toward agencies even if *Chevron* were overruled).}

All of this might suggest that the current attack on the national administrative state is of little lasting significance.\footnote{Adrian Vermeule, Bureaucracy and Distrust: Landis, Jaffe, and Kagan on the Administrative State, 130 Harv. L. Rev. 2463, 2465 (2017) ("The administrative state has never been more secure.").} This view strikes me as too sanguine a stance for supporters of national administrative governance to take. Deep cutbacks in resources and personnel can undercut administrative capacity in ways that are not immediately reversible by changing legislative and executive branch political control.\footnote{See RENA STEINZOR & SIDNEY SHAPIRO, THE PEOPLE’S AGENTS AND THE BATTLE TO PROTECT THE AMERICAN PUBLIC § 65–70 (2010) (describing the impact of funding shortfalls on agencies and the political difficulty involved in expanding funding).} Some seemingly moderate administrative limitations could prove quite disruptive, moreover. For example, Justice Alito’s view that public arbitrators are principal officers in *American Railroads*\footnote{135 S. Ct. 1225, 1235–39 (2015) (Alito, J., concurring). Justice Alito’s view was adopted by the D.C. Circuit. Ass’n of Am. R.Rs. v. Dep’t of Transp., 821 F.3d 19, 37–38 (D.C. Cir. 2016).} would invalidate numerous regulatory arrangements in which officials not appointed by the President exercise some degree of unreviewable discretion, and dramatically expand the pool of positions for which presidential nomination and Senate confirmation are required.\footnote{Gillian E. Metzger, Privatization as Delegation, 103 Colum. L. Rev. 1377, 1377–94 (2003) (describing a number of modern private delegations potentially compromised by the revival of private nondelegation doctrine); see also Mascott, supra note 99, at 62–69 (describing the vast array of federal agents who could be considered “officers” subject to constitutional appointment procedures); Jon D. Michaels, Privatization’s Progeny, 101 Geo. L.J. 1023 (2013) (describing the past, present, and future of private delegation).} Similarly, if ALJs are deemed inferior officers, there would be an immediate impact on government operations. Moreover, that conclusion might call into question a massive number of past administrative adjudications in agencies like the SEC where ALJs are not selected by the agency head — particularly given the Court’s reluctance to uphold decisions in similar circumstances on a de facto officer doctrine basis.\footnote{Ryder v. United States, 515 U.S. 177, 182–84 (1995); cf. New Process Steel, L.P. v. NLRB, 560 U.S. 674 (2010) (failing to consider the possibility of sustaining agency decisions decided when agency erroneously thought it was authorized to act, even though the effect was to call into question
also create serious constitutional problems with how ALJs are appointed and removed — perhaps curable by having agency heads pick ALJs and ending the removal protection for members of the Merit Systems Protection Board, but at the cost of making administrative adjudication less politically insulated and undermining key features of the APA regime.285

Assessing the impact of a pullback in subconstitutional deference is difficult, given selection bias and the dynamic effects such a pullback might have. *Chevron* likely deters regulated parties from bringing certain challenges and also encourages agencies to push their interpretative powers in creative ways.286 A retraction in deference thus might have a substantially greater impact than suggested by simply considering the number of cases today in which *Chevron* or *Auer* deference is actually determinative. Further, at the lower court level, where the bulk of challenges to agency actions are resolved, scholars have suggested that *Chevron* deference is in fact more determinative than many believe.287 As important, to the extent such a pullback in deference rests on an account of interpretation as distinguishable from policymaking, the pullback could extend to situations in which interpretation occurs through agency application of a statutory standard to different factual contexts — a vast range of agency action not often thought of as falling under the *Chevron* aegis.288

More broadly, contemporary anti-administrativism may serve to undercut the legitimacy of national administrative governance. Professor Richard Fallon helpfully distinguishes among three forms of legitimacy: legal, meaning conforming with legal norms; sociological, meaning publicly accepted; and moral, meaning normatively justified.289 The frequent suggestion that the national administrative state is at odds with the constitutional framework most directly challenges that state’s legal legitimacy. It is such legal doubts that led Professor James Freedman to famously describe national administrative governance as subject to a
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285 Barnett, *supra* note 98, at 827–61 (discussing a variety of possible remedies to “the ALJ quandary” and positing that appointment by the D.C. Circuit would resolve constitutional problems without elevating due process concerns related to presidential control).


288 See, e.g., Pojanowski, *supra* note 67, at 1085–90 (discussing the effect eliminating *Chevron* would have on the disaggregation of policymaking and statutory interpretation).

“recurrent sense of crisis” over its legitimacy. But the constant repetition of this motif, combined with the Court’s rhetorical invocations of liberty-threatening bureaucrats, undermines the administrative state’s sociological and moral legitimacy as well. Of course, to someone who believes that the national administrative state actually is unconstitutional and should be cast aside, such a lack of legitimacy is entirely appropriate. But few Justices, politicians, or academics appear willing to go that far, despite their frequent rhetorical jabs at bureaucracy and invocations of current administrative arrangements as at odds with the Framers’ plan.

Adrian Vermeule disputes this legitimacy concern, terming constitutional anxiety about the administrative state “a largely elite discourse. . . . It is a conceptual mistake to think that complaints about the administrative state, even on constitutional grounds, are necessarily sociological evidence of the illegitimacy of the regime.” The 1930s support his point to some extent; as Part II describes, the constitutional battle that elite lawyers waged failed to undermine massive popular support for the New Deal administrative state. And current political attacks on administrative governance come in conjunction with broad popular support for many government programs. As Vermeule notes, “[a] nation that twice elected Barack Obama by clear margins is a nation comfortable with technocratic governance.”

Yet rhetoric can take on a life of its own, as recent constitutional challenges to the Affordable Care Act showed, all the more when constitutional discourse is employed to political ends. Moreover, anxiety over the administrative state’s constitutionality can operate to limit its potential for further development and innovation. That may be a good part of the anti-administrativists’ goal, particularly in the judicial sphere. Decisions like Free Enterprise have a “this far but no further” feel, which connects to the Court’s resistance to innovative administrative structures and regulatory regimes. Indeed, absent an anti-administrative orientation, this resistance to innovation is hard to explain.

291 Vermeule, supra note 280, at 2405.
Given Congress’s broad power to structure the executive branch and design regulatory schemes, one would expect the presumption to run in favor of constitutionality, at least when the innovation is embodied in legislation. Even further, such anxiety may have a corrosive effect over time, leading to greater scrutiny of agency decisionmaking and erosion of established administrative mechanisms. In short, rhetorical anti-administrativism can have real practical bite, even if one that emerges gradually and indirectly.

The current attack on the administrative state has two further effects that are explored in the Parts that follow. The first relates to the close intertwining of contemporary political and constitutional anti-administrativism. Anti-administrativism’s deeply rooted conservative character means that constitutional attacks on administrative governance risk injecting the Court even further into national politics, at a time when the Court is increasingly viewed as a partisan institution. The second centers on anti-administrativism’s impact on constitutional law. By framing the debate as one of administrative government’s unconstitutionality, anti-administrativism obscures the possibility that the national administrative state may actually serve important constitutional functions, such as controlling executive power. Furthermore, this framing renders incoherent the suggestion that far from being constitutionally questionable, today’s national administrative state is constitutionally obligatory. Returning to the 1930s elucidates the first of these effects and sets the stage for reconceiving the administrative state’s constitutional role.

II. 1930s Redux I: Twentieth-Century Conservative Resistance to Administrative Government

Building out the national state was a constant and contested process from the Founding through the nineteenth century. The period of

295 See NFIB v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. 519, 537–38 (2012) (describing reach of congressional authority); Metzger, supra note 86, at 1639 (“The ability to design innovative governmental structures or regulatory measures is a flexibility the Constitution’s Necessary and Proper Clause gives to Congress.”). For a thorough analysis of the flaws with the Court’s opposition to innovation, see Litman, supra note 81.


297 See, e.g., BALOGH, supra note 267, at 12–17, 379–82 (describing patterns of nation-state development over the nineteenth century); MASHAW, supra note 245, at 5–17 (arguing that the national administrative state existed and developed throughout the first one hundred years of U.S. history); THEODORE SKY, TO PROVIDE FOR THE GENERAL WELFARE: A HISTORY OF THE FEDERAL SPENDING POWER 111–247 (2003) (detailing debates over the national government’s power to undertake internal improvements that were waged throughout the first half of the nineteenth century).
greatest relevance to contemporary anti-administrativism, however, is the 1930s. It was in the Progressive Era at the end of the nineteenth century and the early decades of the twentieth that national administrative government truly blossomed. And it was in the 1930s, in business and legal resistance to the New Deal and FDR, that an existential battle over the national administrative state was last fought. In the years since, the national government has expanded and gained significant new powers and responsibilities. Nonetheless, that 1930s battle bears striking parallels to the current attack and represents an important backdrop against which to assess contemporary anti-administrativism.

A. The Liberty League and the ABA Special Committee

Anti-administrativists often identify the Progressive Era, from the late nineteenth century through the early decades of the twentieth, as the time when the national government went off the constitutional rails and over to the dark side of administrative government. Transformations in manufacturing, technology, and economic relations in this era sparked expansions in both national and state regulatory authority. The national administrative state continued to grow over the first four decades of the twentieth century. FDR’s election and enactment of the broad regulatory statutes of the New Deal thus was not a sudden move to administrative government, but it did represent a significant intensification.

Many businesses were initially quite supportive of national intervention to address the economic crisis of the Depression. Big businesses particularly favored the National Industrial Recovery Act’s (NIRA) suspension of antitrust laws and reliance on industry-developed business codes, which they controlled. Harper’s Magazine went so far as to
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298 See, e.g., BARNETT, supra note 185, at 123–53; MURRAY, supra note 184, at 11–20.
300 LICHTMAN, supra note 59, at 58–59.
302 See LICHTMAN, supra note 59, at 68–69; see also ROBERT F. BURK, THE CORPORATE STATE AND THE BROKER STATE: THE DU PONTS AND AMERICAN NATIONAL POLITICS, 1925–1940, at 112–21 (1990) (detailing Pierre du Pont’s involvement in the NIRA). Business interests sometimes supported earlier progressive regulatory measures as well, such as the maximum hours for bakers law as issue in Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905), which established bakeries supported as a means to push their smaller-scale competitors out of business and ease their relationship with the bakers’ union. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 185, at 23; see also Barton J. Bernstein, The New Deal: The Conservative Achievements of Liberal Reform, in TOWARDS A NEW PAST 263, 263–82 (Barton J. Bernstein ed., 1968) (arguing that the New Deal represented conservative reform).
dub the NIRA the "child" of big business. But this support soon began to sour, largely in response to growing protections for labor, expanding governmental economic regulation, and higher taxes. The growing business resistance surfaced in litigation and legislative reform efforts. Such litigation was at first spectacularly successful, with A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, United States v. Butler, and Carter v. Carter Coal Co. invalidating major legislation from FDR's first one hundred days as exceeding the constitutional scope of Congress's authority and representing unconstitutional delegations of legislative power. Two organizations central to business efforts challenging the New Deal were the American Liberty League (the League) and the American Bar Association's (ABA) Special Committee on Administrative Law.

1. The Liberty League. — The Liberty League, termed the “most articulate spokesman of . . . political conservatism” in the 1930s, was the more overtly political of the two organizations. It was also overtly tied to big business, being founded in 1934 by several major industrialists, in particular the brothers Pierre, Irénée, and Lammot du Pont of the E.I. du Pont de Nemours company and their associates. The League contained a number of well-known Republicans and Democrats; what linked the members of the League, in addition to their economic
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305 295 U.S. 495 (1935) (invalidating section 3 of the NIRA).
306 297 U.S. 1 (1936) (invalidating the Agricultural Adjustment Act).
309 These were not the only organizations active against the New Deal and FDR’s initiatives. Other groups with business and corporate ties included the American Newspaper Publishers Association, the Chamber of Commerce, the Crusaders, the National Association of Manufacturers, and the Sentinels of the Republic. In addition, there were groups organized to oppose the court-packing plan, like the Committee to Uphold Constitutional Government, as well as popular leaders viewed as quasi-fascist, such as Senator Huey Long of Louisiana and the “radio priest” Father Charles Coughlin. See Alan Brinkley, Voices of Protest: Huey Long, Father Coughlin, and the Great Depression xi–xii (1982); Lichtman, supra note 59, at 62–76, 88, 94, 114; Kessler, supra note 149, at 1923, 1930–34, 1943–48.
310 George Wolfskill, The Revolt of the Conservatives: A History of the American League 1934–1940, at viii (1962); see also Lichtman, supra note 59, at 70 (“The Liberty League . . . commenced[ed] the most ambitious marketing of conservative ideas in American history.”).
311 See Burk, supra note 302, at 134–41; Frederick Rudolph, The American Liberty League, 1924–1940, 56 AM. HIST. REV. 19, 21–22 (1950). The League was in many ways a successor to the Association Against the Prohibition Amendment (AAPA), an organization largely controlled by the Du Ponts that led the national campaign to adopt a constitutional amendment repealing Prohibition. For an account of the AAPA and the Du Ponts’ involvement, see Burk, supra note 302, at 16–121.
interests, was not party but conservatism.\footnote{\textsc{Wolfskill}, supra note 310, at 30; Arthur Krock, \textit{American Liberty League Soon to Begin Activities}, \textit{N.Y. Times}, Nov. 10, 1934, at 14.} Despite insisting that it was nonpartisan, the League was rabidly anti–New Deal and opposed to FDR. League pamphlets with titles like “The President Wants More Power” and “Will It Be Ave Caesar?,” not to mention statements by League leaders that “Roosevelt desires to pass laws utterly destructive of liberty,” hardly suggested political neutrality.\footnote{\textit{James A. Reed, Shall We Have Constitutional Liberty or Dictatorship?}, Address Before the Lawyers’ Association of Kansas City (Apr. 14, 1936); \textit{in AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 120}, at 1–14 (1936); see \textit{AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, LEAFLET No. 1, The President Wants More Power: Is a Scrapped Constitution Too High a Price to Pay for It?} (1936); \textit{AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, LEAFLET No. 6, Will It Be Ave Caesar?} (1936) (reprinted from \textit{Wash. Herald}, June 24, 1935); see also \textsc{Wolfskill}, supra note 310, at 108.} Thus, not surprisingly, the League was strongly attacked by FDR’s backers, and FDR himself used the League as a punching bag during the 1936 election.\footnote{\textit{See, e.g., Phillips-Fein, supra note 304, at 20 (noting FDR’s “relentless assault on the American Liberty League”); \textit{Kessler, supra note 149, at 1930 (quoting FDR as saying that the “tenets” of the American Liberty League “appear[] to be love thy God but forget thy neighbor... only God, in this case, appear[s] to be property” (alterations in original) (internal quotation marks omitted)); \textit{Rudolph, supra note 311, at 29–30; George S. Silzer, Letter to the Editor, \textit{A Partisan Organization: American Liberty League Viewed as Anti-Roosevelt}, \textit{N.Y. Times}, Aug. 28, 1934, at 20.}}

After Roosevelt won by a landslide, the League quickly became dormant until it dissolved in 1940.\footnote{\textit{Rudolph, supra note 311, at 32–33.}}

A striking feature of the League was its insistence on attacking the New Deal on constitutional grounds\footnote{\textit{See \textit{AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, A STATEMENT OF ITS PRINCIPLES AND PURPOSES} (1934). See generally Jared A. Goldstein, \textit{The American Liberty League and the Rise of Constitutional Nationalism}, 86 Temp. L. Rev. 287 (2014) (discussing the League’s constitutional focus).} \textit{Lichtman, supra note 59, at 61 (quoting League founder and General Motors executive Donaldson Brown as saying that “[a]ny organization which was known to be directly interested primarily in the defense of established property rights” would lack public support); \textsc{Wolfskill}, supra note 310, at 111.}} — a strategic choice, as criticizing the New Deal for burdening elite economic interests would not have been a popular move.\footnote{\textit{See \textit{Wolfskill, supra note 310, at 116, 138; AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 26, YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW: A REVIEW OF FACTUAL ANALYSES ISSUED BY THE AMERICAN LIBERTY LEAGUE AND SOME DISCUSSION OF THE PRESENT LEGISLATIVE SITUATION} (1935) [hereinafter AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 26]; Raoul E. Desverine, Chairman, Nat’l Lawyers Comm., of the Am. Liberty League, Speech at the Institute of Public Affairs (July 11, 1935), \textit{in AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 52, THE PRINCIPLES OF CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY AND THE NEW DEAL} 10–12 (1935).}} The League was much more concerned with some constitutional provisions than others, however. Its focus was on resisting economic regulation and opposing the national administrative state, with frequent invocations of property rights and the right to work, combined with attacks on the national government’s incursion into the proper realm of the states, profligate taxing and spending, and use of broad legislative delegations.\footnote{\textit{Wolfskill, supra note 310, at 116, 138; AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 26, YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW: A REVIEW OF FACTUAL ANALYSES ISSUED BY THE AMERICAN LIBERTY LEAGUE AND SOME DISCUSSION OF THE PRESENT LEGISLATIVE SITUATION} (1935) [hereinafter AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 26]; Raoul E. Desverine, Chairman, Nat’l Lawyers Comm., of the Am. Liberty League, Speech at the Institute of Public Affairs (July 11, 1935), \textit{in AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 52, THE PRINCIPLES OF CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY AND THE NEW DEAL} 10–12 (1935).} Thus, for example, in its platform the
League committed to “maintain the right of an equal opportunity for all to work, earn, save and acquire property” and to “uphold the American principle that laws be made only by the direct representatives of the people in Congress, and that the laws be interpreted only by the Courts, and to oppose the delegation of either of these functions to executive departments, commissions, or bureau heads.”

Profligate congressional delegations to the executive were a common theme of League attacks, with calls for “an immediate cessation of attempts to subvert basic constitutional principles through . . . delegation” and warnings that such delegations represented “an abdication by the Congress of its proper responsibilities and . . . a step toward the European type of dictatorship.”

The League repeatedly warned of unlawful administrative assertions of power and expanding bureaucracy. Its leaders frequently invoked the Framers, declaring that “[o]ur forefathers were suspicious of government . . . [and] erected barriers in the Constitution to prevent government from ever placing the deadening hand of bureaucracy upon the initiative, enterprise, energy and self-reliance of the private citizen.”

The League sometimes put the point more floridly, insisting that “[t]he Federal bureaucracy has become a vast organism spreading its tentacles over the business and private life of the citizens of the country.” Similarly, sounding a note eerily relevant today, the League condemned the .
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319 AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, ITS PLATFORM 3 (1935).
320 Id. at 4; see also Jouett House, President, Am. Liberty League, Speech at the Young Men’s Hebrew Association of St. Louis, Missouri (Feb. 12, 1935), in AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 16, THE CONSTITUTION STILL STANDS 10 (1935) (decriing “the establishment of a centralized Federal Government such as was never contemplated” and “the dangerous relinquishment of legislative powers to the Executive” present in New Deal legislation); WOLFSKILL, supra note 310, at 116.
321 AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 26, supra note 318, at 4, 8; see, e.g., AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 19, THE PENDING BANKING BILL: AN ANALYSIS OF A PROPOSAL TO SUBJECT THE NATION’S MONETARY AND BANKING STRUCTURE TO THE EXIGENCIES OF POLITICS (1935) (arguing that the proposed Banking Act of 1935 represented congressional abdication and further expansion of executive power); R.E. Desverrine, Member, Nat’l Advisory Council, Am. Liberty League, Speech over the Blue Network of the National Broadcasting Company (May 16, 1935), in AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 35, HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE CONSTITUTION 7 (1935) (“Innumerable commissions have been created with the most far-reaching delegated legislative powers and with absolute discretion to interpret, administer and enforce . . . .”).
323 AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 133, FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY IN THE FOURTH YEAR OF THE NEW DEAL 4 (1936); see also AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT No. 57, EXPANDING BUREAUCRACY 2 (1935) (“The mushroom growth of the Federal bureaucracy
increased use of executive orders, arguing that "[l]aws enacted since March, 1933, delegating broad power to the Executive, have . . . [countenanced] lawmaking by executive order . . . to a degree unprecedented and almost unbelievable."324

The League regularly turned to lawyers to make its constitutional arguments. Soon after its founding, the League assembled a National Lawyers Committee (NLC) composed of many eminent business lawyers of the day.325 The NLC undertook to assess the constitutionality of several major pieces of New Deal legislation, all of which it deemed to violate constitutional limits on the commerce power, economic due process, and (in some cases) the jury trial right or prohibitions on delegation of legislative power to the executive.326 Its first report, condemning the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) as unconstitutional on Commerce Clause and due process grounds,327 sparked a public outcry, with the NLC lawyers attacked for serving their business clients’ anti-labor interests.328 The NLC provided ammunition for these claims, describing the report not just as providing a detailed brief for why the statute was unconstitutional but also as justifying noncompliance by regulated companies. In the words of the NLC lawyer who led the NLRA report: "When a lawyer tells a client that a law is unconstitutional, . . . it is then a nullity and he need no longer obey that law."329

Several of the League’s lawyers also argued constitutional challenges in court. NLC lawyers filed briefs in many of the early challenges to New Deal legislation at the Supreme Court, including Butler, Carter Coal, NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., Jones v. SEC,330 and Ashwander v. Tennessee Valley Authority.331 Lawyers who were fellow citizens and business enterprises."

324 AM. LIBERTY LEAGUE, DOCUMENT NO. 60, LAWMAKING BY EXECUTIVE ORDER 3 (1935); see also id. at 21 (“By no stretch of the imagination can many of these orders be regarded merely as ministerial acts in execution of laws enacted by the Congress.”).

325 See RONEN SHAMIR, MANAGING LEGAL UNCERTAINTY: ELITE LAWYERS IN THE NEW DEAL 81, 89-92 (1995). Professor Daniel Ernst notes that lawyers were divided on the New Deal and growing administrative state, with corporate lawyers often being more favorably disposed to administrative adjudication subject to limited judicial review (provided such adjudication was subject to procedural constraints) than trial lawyers. ERNST, supra note 294, at 5-6.

326 WOLFSKILL, supra note 310, at 72-78.
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travelers, if not actual NLC members, played a major role in many more—including most prominently Frederick H. Wood, a litigation partner at Cravath who led the constitutional challenges in the *Schechter Poultry*, *Carter Coal*, and *Morgan v. United States* cases, among others. After its early success, this full-bore constitutional attack on the New Deal famously hit a judicial wall in 1937, with *Jones & Laughlin* sustaining the NLRA as within congressional power and *West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish* sustaining minimum wage legislation against a due process challenge. Scholars debate whether this represented a sudden switch to stave off FDR’s court-packing threat or a more gradual doctrinal evolution, but all agree that within a few years—and after FDR had appointed seven new Justices—constitutional limits to economic regulation and national administration had largely disappeared.

2. The Special Committee. — The ABA Special Committee was formed in 1933 to address perceived deficiencies in administrative law and administrative procedures raised by lawyers representing clients before administrative agencies. Many of these concerns predated FDR’s election, but with the advent of the New Deal the Special Committee’s ambit became more ambitious and more politically charged.

Although the memberships of the League’s NLC and the Special Committee were different, there was extensive overlap between the NLC and the ABA, with NLC members often in leadership positions at the ABA and involved in other ABA committees targeting the New Deal. Indeed, this overlap became a liability for the ABA, subjecting it to the same criticisms of serving the interests of economic privilege. One particularly fitting connection between the NLC and the Special Committee was the claim by Ollie Roscoe McGuire, the many-year
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333 298 U.S. 468 (1936).
334 See Shamir, supra note 325, at 81–92 (detailing an elite network of lawyers that fought the New Deal); Levin, supra note 332, at 4–8 (describing the connections among lawyers involved in these challenges). Although Wood is not included on lists of NLC members, Professor Peter Irons reports that Wood was an NLC member and that the League helped subsidize Wood’s representation in *Schechter Poultry*. Peter H. Irons, *The New Deal Lawyers* 98 (1982).
335 300 U.S. 379 (1937).
336 NLRB v. *Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.*, 301 U.S. 1, 31–32 (1937); *West Coast Hotel Co.*, 300 U.S. at 379–99.
339 See Shamir, supra note 325, at 88–92; Levin, supra note 332, at 1–4.
Chair of the Special Committee, to have written much of prominent NLC member (and former Solicitor General) James Montgomery Beck’s tirade against administrative government, Our Wonderland of Bureaucracy. Moreover, like the League, the Special Committee claimed neutrality on the New Deal policies but repeatedly expressed concern about the spreading expanse of national power and national administration. Its initial report described the legislation of FDR’s first one hundred days as “represent[ing] an advance of federal administrative machinery, on a scale and to an extent never before attempted, into fields not heretofore brought under federal regulation.

Early on, the Committee flagged separation of powers and due process concerns with the delegation of legislative and judicial powers to the executive branch as well as these powers’ combination in a single agency’s hands, often without provision for judicial review. Yet, unlike the League, identifying constitutional infirmities with expanding administrative government was not the Special Committee’s focus. Instead, the Committee devoted itself to recommending legislative reforms that would tame “administrative absolutism” and abuse, advocating for greater and more uniform procedural requirements, independence for administrative adjudication, and broad judicial review. For several years the Committee urged the creation of a single administrative court in which all administrative adjudication would occur, but repeatedly ran into opposition from lawyers who practiced before existing administrative tribunals and did not want consolidation. After failing in that effort, the Special Committee switched gears and began to push...
for broad procedural limits on agencies’ use of rulemaking and adjudication.\footnote{Report of the Special Committee on Administrative Law, 62 ANN. REP. A.B.A. 789 (1937); Report of the Special Committee on Administrative Law, 64 ANN. REP. A.B.A. 281 (1939).}

The League may have provided some political cover for the Special Committee, making the Committee’s efforts to rein in the New Deal state seem more moderate than the League’s all-out constitutional attack. At any rate, it was after the League had faded from public view, and constitutional challenges to the New Deal had failed, that the Special Committee took over responsibility for curbing administrative government. Chaired during 1937–1938 by Roscoe Pound, who had just stepped down as Dean of Harvard Law School, the Committee issued a proposed administrative reform bill in 1938.\footnote{ERNST, supra note 294, at 121–23; Mark Tushnet, Lecture, Administrative Law in the 1930s: The Supreme Court’s Accommodation of Progressive Legal Theory, 60 DUKE L.J. 1565, 1630–31 (2009). For a detailed discussion of Pound’s view, arguing that he did not support the proposed legislation, see ERNST, supra note 294, at 121–32. But see Kessler, supra note 294, at 754–57 (noting that Pound endorsed the Walter-Logan Act and disputing Ernst’s account of Pound as more moderate).} In 1939, the Committee’s proposed legislation was introduced in Congress essentially unchanged as the Walter-Logan Act and passed both houses.\footnote{S. 915, 76th Cong. (1939); H.R. 6324, 76th Cong. (1939). See GRISINGER, supra note 338, at 62–64; Shepherd, supra note 341, at 1599–600 (discussing SEC General Counsel Chester Lane’s objections to the bill). The bill was watered down somewhat during the legislative process, exempting some agencies and targeting its restrictions more on those most at odds with business. ERNST, supra note 294, at 137.} The bill would have imposed broad hearing and judicial review requirements and other limitations on agency action.\footnote{GRISINGER, supra note 338, at 64–67; see also Shepherd, supra note 341, at 1614–21, 1625–28.} Ultimately, FDR’s veto and creation of an Attorney General’s Committee that would undertake further study of national administration prevented Walter-Logan’s adoption.\footnote{For more information on the views of the minority report drafters Carl McFarland, E. Blythe Stason, and Arthur T. Vanderbilt, see ATTORNEY GEN.’S COMM. ON ADMIN. PROCEDURE, FINAL REPORT 203–16 (1941).} The Special Committee’s influence continued to be felt, however. The Attorney General’s Committee produced majority and minority bills; the minority bill, which called for more procedural constraints, stronger judicial review, and a comprehensive administrative code, was proposed by the three dissenters including the former head of the ABA and the future Chair of the Special Committee.\footnote{See Shepherd, supra note 341, at 1649; see also Pub. L. No. 79-404, 60 Stat. 237 (1946) (codified as amended in scattered sections of 5 U.S.C.).}

3. The Entrenchment of the National Administrative State. — By the end of World War II and the 1940s, the basic legal postulates of the
modern national administrative state were firmly in place. In *Wickard v. Filburn*\(^{353}\) in 1942, the Court had outlined the scope of national authority with breadth that still applies today: Congress can regulate intrastate activity that has a substantial effect on interstate commerce, including purely local economic activity that only affects interstate commerce when viewed in the aggregate across the nation.\(^ {354}\) Similarly, *United States v. Carolene Products Co.*\(^ {355}\) in 1938 confirmed the Court’s acceptance of economic regulation and its rejection of searching due process scrutiny of economic measures.\(^ {356}\) Also by 1939, the Court had sanctioned broad congressional delegations of policymaking power to the executive branch, including delegations to private entities, with the high-water mark of broad delegation coming in *Yakus v. United States*\(^ {357}\) in 1944.\(^ {358}\) The constitutionality of administrative adjudication subject to limited judicial review, established in *Crowell v. Benson*\(^ {359}\) in 1932, was now incontrovertible and sanctioned by the APA as well as subsequent case law.\(^ {360}\) By 1937, the Court had implicitly sanctioned the combination of legislative, adjudicatory, and executive functions against separation of powers attack, and it definitively rejected a due process challenge to such combined functions in 1948.\(^ {361}\) The Court also indicated that it was sometimes willing to defer to agencies’ interpretative judgments, in particular when an agency elucidated the meaning of a statutory term through application.\(^ {362}\)
This did not mean the Court ceded all constitutional controls on administrative governance. Of particular importance, the Court periodically voiced the need for some outer congressional limit on executive authority, and concerns about the fairness of administrative hearings and executive branch overreach periodically surfaced. But, strikingly, decisions overturning administrative arrangements and decisionmaking were based overwhelmingly on the APA and other statutory requirements, even if the Court read these statutes with an eye to constitutional concerns. Rather than call the national administrative endeavor into constitutional question, these decisions represented an ordinary working out of its details.

The League and the Special Committee thus failed to overturn the New Deal administrative expansion. Indeed, the League has been deemed “a colossal failure” and it never gained much popularity, being widely viewed as a foil for conservative industrial leaders seeking to protect their own economic interests. If anything, in 1936 the League likely damaged Republican presidential candidate Governor Alf Landon’s chances by association. The conservative resistance to FDR did not start to gain real strength until 1937–1938, when the League was no longer active. This growing opposition was a result of

proper role by allowing agencies to act with minimal judicial interference. By 1940, the federal judiciary had accepted this prescriptive model of policymaking and its reduced role in it.” (emphasis omitted)).

The Court’s jurisprudence on deference to agency statutory interpretations in this period was notoriously unclear. See St. Joseph Stock Yards, 298 U.S. at 78–81 (Brandeis, J., concurring) (discussing the various circumstances in which due process does and does not require de novo judicial review); Bamzai, supra note 245, at 978–81.

363 See, e.g., Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952) (rejecting presidential power to seize steel mills absent statutory authorization); Yakus, 321 U.S. 414; Morgan v. United States, 304 U.S. 1, 18–19 (1938) (finding no fair hearing where regulated parties lacked notice of, or opportunity to respond to, government’s proposed findings, and agency prosecutors consulted ex parte with decisionmaker).

364 See, e.g., Kent v. Dulles, 357 U.S. 116, 128–29 (1958) (refusing to presume Congress intended to give the Secretary of State broad discretion to refuse a passport given constitutional rights involved); Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 487–90 (1951) (holding that the APA and the Taft-Hartley Act require courts to assess the whole record and “assume more responsibility for the reasonableness and fairness of Labor Board decisions than . . . in the past”); Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath, 339 U.S. 33, 40–41 (1950) (emphasizing APA concern to separate the roles of prosecutor and judge and invoking due process hearing rights in concluding that the APA’s separation of functions requirements applied to deportation hearings).

365 Sheldon Richman, A Matter of Degree, Not Principle: The Founding of the American Liberty League, 6 J. LIBERTARIAN STUD. 145, 150 (1982); see also LICHTMAN, supra note 59, at 69 (discussing the lack of business response to request for further League funding); WOLFSKILL, supra note 310, at 62 (noting that at its peak the League had no more than 125,000 members).

366 See BURK, supra note 302, at 236–49; Rudolph, supra note 311, at 31; see also President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Acceptance Speech for the Renomination for the Presidency (June 27, 1936), 5 PUB. PAPERS 229, 233–34 (1938) attacking “economic royalists” who opposed his candidacy, widely understood to be a reference to the League).
economic recession and FDR’s overreach with his court-packing and executive reorganization plans.  

The Special Committee was more effective than the League. The ultimate enactment of the APA reflected its efforts, and the APA has played a critical role in governing the national administrative state in the years since — in particular providing an opening for extensive judicial review of administrative actions and the development of administrative law. But the APA was only adopted once the New Deal administrative state was solidly in place, and while the statute regularized and constrained administrative practice in some respects, it is also credited with broadly legitimizing administrative governance. In the Court’s words, the APA “settle[d] long-continued and hard-fought contentions, and enact[ed] a formula upon which opposing social and political forces have come to rest.” Moreover, one of the central compromises built into the APA, that of imposing trial-like procedures on administrative adjudication but creating a category of informal rule-making subject only to notice-and-comment requirements, proved critical to the expansion of regulatory governance over the decades since.

B. The Contemporary Relevance of the League and the Special Committee

Eight decades later, the national administrative state has expanded significantly from its New Deal and Progressive Era roots. The 1960s and 1970s marked the addition of major Great Society programs like Medicare and Medicaid, as well as the enactment of major new social regulatory statutes addressing the environment, worker health and
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368 See Abbott Labs. v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 140 (1967) (noting that the APA imposes a presumption in favor of judicial review); Metzger, Embracing Administrative Common Law, supra note 229, at 1314–16.
369 Grisinger, supra note 338, at 61–108 (discussing the political history of the APA); see Ernst, supra note 294, at 137; Sunstein & Vermeule, supra note 159, at 466 (describing Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 435 U.S. 519 (1978), as treating the APA “as an organizing charter for the administrative state — a super-statute, if you will”). But see Phillips-Fein, supra note 304, at 33–34, 53–67 (discussing sustained and growing opposition to administrative government after World War II); Kessler, supra note 294, at 762–73 (discussing continuing opposition to the administrative state even after adoption of the APA).
371 Metzger, Embracing Administrative Common Law, supra note 229, at 1298–310 (discussing the transformation of administrative law from its textual roots in the APA); Shepherd, supra note 341, at 1649–75.
safety, and consumer protection. Meanwhile, the first decade and a half of this century witnessed the national security state’s dramatic growth and — albeit now under threat — new or expanded national roles in health insurance, financial regulation, and other regulatory contexts.

Despite these changes, the history of the League and the Special Committee offers an instructive parallel for understanding and assessing contemporary anti-administrativism. The 1930s represent the first and the last time that the national administrative government was subject to the type of sustained constitutional challenge that we are seeing today. Strikingly, many of the current constitutional attacks are made in terms nearly identical to those used by the League, and the League’s anti-administrative rhetoric rivals that of some members of the Roberts Court.

In addition, the legislative initiatives being offered today are closely similar to the Special Committee’s proposal from eighty years before. A comparison of the Walter-Logan Act and the RAA is edifying: The Walter-Logan Act would have required a public hearing, upon request, before a rule could be adopted, while the RAA would essentially do the same for a broad range of costly rulemakings. Walter-Logan would also have provided for broad access to judicial review and increased the stringency of judicial review, with the version that passed the House imposing a clearly erroneous standard that would have allowed courts to independently assess the record.

As noted above, the RAA — and particularly the Separation of Powers Restoration Act — would similarly expand judicial review.

---


374 Compare sources cited supra notes 321 and 323 (describing League pamphlets discussing delegation as leading to “dictatorship” and characterizing the “Federal bureaucracy” as “a vast organism spreading its tentacles”), with sources cited supra notes 201, 205, 206, 216, and 217 (decrying “bureaucrats” and agencies that “poked into every nook and cranny” and the “titanic administrative state” with its “vast and varied” scope and “arrogation of power”).

375 Compare S. 915, 76th Cong. § 2 (1939), with S. 951, 75th Cong. § 3(e) (1937).

376 See James M. Landis, Crucial Issues in Administrative Law: The Walter-Logan Bill, 53 HARV. L. REV. 1077, 1093 (1940); see also Shepherd, supra note 341, at 1621 (noting removal of the clearly erroneous standard by the Senate but questioning whether that removal altered the scope of judicial review under the bill).

377 See supra notes 37-46 and accompanying text.
To be sure, constitutional challenges to the modern national administrative state have surfaced more recently than the 1930s. The Reagan Administration, for example, coupled its anti-administrative political rhetoric with constitutional criticisms. But President Reagan’s constitutional legacy on administrative power is quite ambiguous. His administration advocated a narrowing in the scope of congressional authority and sought to advance this federalism agenda through executive orders and memoranda. Yet these documents remained largely internal to the executive branch; the Reagan Administration’s greatest federalism impact was indirect, through its appointment of conservative Justices to the Court.

Moreover, despite some support for property rights, the administration’s states’ rights focus limited its constitutional libertarianism. On the separation of powers front, the Reagan Administration is most famous for urging the Court to adopt a unitary theory of executive power, under which the President can remove all executive branch officials and control all executive branch decisionmaking. Such a view, though logically consistent with advocating a narrower scope to national authority, does not suggest hostility to national administrative governance so much as a desire for greater presidential control over it. And in practice, the turn to greater presidential control over administration that began with President Reagan has led to an expansion of national administrative government, as both Republican and Democratic Presidents have seized upon administration as a central means for achieving their policy goals.

Recognizing contemporary anti-administrativism’s connections to the failed challenges of the 1930s thus reinforces its radical potential; if accepted, its claims would require a reformation of the constitutional order that has governed for the last eighty years. The League and the Special Committee are equally important in highlighting the role that
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380 Johnsen, supra note 65, at 387–99 (describing the content of Reagan-era Office of Legal Policy memos but noting “President Reagan’s greatest influence on the development of constitutional meaning came, not through his administration’s litigation positions, but through his judicial appointments,” id. at 397).
382 See supra note 65 and accompanying text.
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business interests and conservative forces have played, and continue to
play, in fostering resistance to national administration. As noted
above, business interests benefitted far more from — and initially were
far more supportive of — New Deal programs and interventions than
is traditionally acknowledged. That dynamic has only continued over
the years since, with many businesses working closely with national ad-
ministrative government or supporting liberal policies. Today, major
industry leaders are often at the forefront in pushing for greater social
regulation, for example on matters affecting civil rights. Moreover,
conservative anti-administrativism has many bases, reflecting the mul-
tiple strands — business and economic conservatism, religious and so-
cial conservatism, and nationalist and military conservatism — that
make up the American conservative movement. Accounts of the Tea
Party, for example, identify the close interweaving of economic conserv-
ativism and racial and ethnic resentment in the group’s anti-administra-
tive views. As a result, conservative antistatism often has a selective
character, with simultaneous calls for reducing administrative govern-
ment and for expanding major parts of that government, in the form
of the military and immigration enforcement.

Yet it remains true that business and economic conservatives were
critical in developing the New Deal attack on the modern national ad-
ministrative state. They were joined in this effort by elite lawyers con-
cerned that an expanding administrative state threatened not just their
business clients’ interests but also their own livelihoods by diminishing

384 For a detailed account of this role, see PHILLIPS-FEIN, supra note 304, at 10–25, describing
the role of the American Liberty League, and LICHTMAN, supra note 39, at 67–76, 128–30, 306–
07, 309, describing business support for conservative groups and their antigovernment message
from the 1930s through the 1980s.

385 See Jena McGregor & Damian Paletta, Trump’s Business Advisory Councils Disband as CEOs
Abandon President over Charlottesville Views, WASH. POST (Aug. 16, 2017), https://www.washing-
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manufacturing-councils [https://perma.cc/NH7Q-Y7UX] (describing disbandment of the Trump
Administration business councils after leading CEOs threatened to leave the councils to protest
President Trump’s equivocal statements on white supremacy); Nick Wingfield, Tech Leaders Call
for Anti-Discrimination Laws to Protect Gays in All 50 States, N.Y. TIMES: BITS (Apr. 1, 2015,

386 See James R. Kurth, A History of Inherent Contradictions: The Origins and End of American
Conservatism, in AMERICAN CONSERVATISM: NOMOS LVI 13 (Sanford V. Levinson et al. eds.,
2016).

387 SKOCPOL & WILLIAMSON, supra note 7, at 59–60 (noting that members oppose government
programs seen as benefitting the “undeserving” — a category that often includes minorities — at
taxpayers’ expense, like mortgage bailouts or healthcare subsidies for the poor, but view programs
with benefits felt to have been “earned,” such as Medicare and Social Security, more positively); see
also ARLIKE RUSSELL HOCHSCHILD, STRANGERS IN THEIR OWN LAND: ANGER AND

388 See Rucker & Costa, supra note 1.

389 Katz, supra note 35; Michael D. Shear, Touring Warship, Trump Pushes Plan to Expand Mil-
the importance of courts and legal representation. It was also a few business and economic conservatives who continued to resist the national administrative state after World War II. Their opposition was based heavily in anticommunist, antilabor, and anticollectivist sentiments, and they were clearly a distinct minority — not just in American society, but also within the business community. Over the course of the following decades, however, business conservatives moved from fringe to center, drawing on business opposition to the expansion of social regulation, public interest litigation, and public protests in the 1960s and 1970s. In 1971, soon-to-be Justice Lewis Powell penned his famous memo to the Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce’s Education Committee, calling for a litigation strategy to defend business interests and the capitalist system. In historian Kim Phillips-Fein’s words, the conservative business organizations created in response represent “the fulfillment, in a quiet way, of the long-ago vision of the Liberty League.”

The fruits of Powell’s strategic legal vision are evident in contemporary anti-administrativism. Business interests are particularly tied to regulatory rollbacks occurring under the Trump Administration and in Congress, and business associations like the Chamber of Commerce and the National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) are frequent participants in litigation challenging administrative action.

390 See Shepherd, supra note 341, at 1571–72.
391 LICHTMAN, supra note 59, at 1–3 (noting the centrality of anticommunist sentiments to the conservative movement); PHILLIPS-FEIN, supra note 304, at 22–25, 33, 56–67, 87–114 (detailing the relationship between conservatives and McCarthyism, anticommunism, and antilabor); see also ANGUS BERGIN, THE GREAT PERSUASION: REINVENTING FREE MARKETS SINCE THE DEPRESSION 172–22 (2012) (discussing the diverse interests that went into the formation of Friedrich Hayek’s Mont Pelerin Society).
393 Memorandum from Lewis F. Powell, Jr., to Eugene B. Sydnor, Jr., Chairman, Educ. Comm., U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Attack on American Free Enterprise System (Aug. 23, 1971), http://law2.wlu.edu/deptimages/Powell%20Archives/PowellMemorandumTypescript.pdf [https://perma.cc/8X5P-MRG3]; LICHTMAN, supra note 59, at 305. For a list of foundations behind the funding of the Chamber of Commerce, see LICHTMAN, supra note 59, at 305.
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396 See Memorandum from Zachary Bannon on Lawyers and Organizations in Administrative Challenges to Gillian Metzger (May 11, 2017) [hereinafter Bannon] (on file with the Harvard Law
Just as a network of business lawyers was behind litigation challenging the New Deal, so too a group of lawyers appears frequently in the current judicial attacks. They are joined by a number of conservative think tanks and “attorney-activists” committed to challenging the national regulatory state. Conservative institutions also provide support for scholarship challenging the administrative state, helping to bring these conservative ideas more into the academic mainstream. This is in keeping with extensive conservative efforts since the 1970s to develop and foster a field of lawyers, academics, and judges to advance the conservative legal agenda — nowhere more evident than in the central role of the Federalist Society’s Leonard Leo in pushing then-Judge Gorsuch for the Supreme Court. And as with the League, over the years a few wealthy conservative donors, using business-created fortunes, have provided extensive resources to support these efforts.

The parallels to the 1930s are perhaps nowhere stronger than with respect to Charles and David Koch, the modern-day equivalents of the Du Pont brothers. The Koch brothers’ funding extends to a wide range of organizations associated with contemporary anti-administrativism, from conservative political organizations like the Tea Party, Americans for Prosperity, and FreedomWorks; to the libertarian Cato Institute and the conservative Heritage Foundation; to George Mason University and even more specifically George Mason’s Antonin Scalia Law School, just to name a few. Their engagement reflects a clear
strategy of seeking to reshape the nation’s intellectual and constitutional backdrop.\textsuperscript{404} They have pursued this strategy particularly with respect to global warming, wielding political candidate funding and broader institutional funding to change the background terms of debate as well as oppose particular regulatory initiatives.\textsuperscript{405}

In short, as was true in the 1930s, business conservatives’ support has been critical to the growing prominence of contemporary anti-administrativism. Moreover, this growing prominence suggests that the strategy of business conservatives like the Koch Brothers is working. To use Professor Jack Balkin’s terms, this strategy has moved the conservative constitutional critique from “off the wall to on the wall.”\textsuperscript{406} In this regard, a historical discontinuity with the 1930s emerges. The League not only failed to generate popular support for its constitutional arguments, but also by its own unpopularity contributed to Roosevelt’s landslide win in 1936.\textsuperscript{407}

Finally, the League and the Special Committee are significant in demonstrating the inescapably political aspect of the current constitutional attack on administrative government. Despite the League’s wrapping itself in the Constitution, no one doubted the political and economic interests that motivated its members or the lawyers on the NLC. The members of the Special Committee were similarly seen as acting in their business clients’ interests. Their attacks on administrative government reflected disagreement with New Deal policies, in particular New Deal economic reforms and support for labor.\textsuperscript{408} Against the background of the League and the Special Committee, the current attack appears as the latest in a series of conservative attempts to rein in national administrative government that have recurred over the past eighty years. From this perspective, it is not a coincidence that the current attack on the administrative state rose to the fore during a period

\textsuperscript{404} See supra note 7, at 102–04, 174 (describing Koch funding of the Tea Party); Nicholas Fandos, University in Turmoil over Scalia Tribute and Koch Role, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 28, 2016), https://nyti.ms/2lkzNNr (detailing Koch connections to George Mason University, including funding of the Mercatus Center, a libertarian economic think tank).

\textsuperscript{405} See supra note 403, at 171; Eder, supra note 399; Fandos, supra note 403.

\textsuperscript{406} See Coral Davenport & Eric Lipton, How G.O.P. Leaders Came to View Climate Change as Fake Science, N.Y. TIMES (June 3, 2017), https://nyti.ms/2rDMtna (detailing Koch connections to George Mason University, including funding of the Mercatus Center, a libertarian economic think tank).
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of activist government and progressive regulatory initiatives by the Obama Administration.

Acknowledging this political character is not to deny contemporary anti-administrativism’s deep constitutional roots. It is instead to deny the inseparability of politics from efforts to mold the constitutional contours of the American state. Constitutional scholars often distinguish between constitutional interpretation, identified as a more text-based endeavor of discerning constitutional meaning, and broader efforts at “constructing” constitutional meaning: “The process of constitutional construction is concerned with fleshing out constitutional principles, practices and rules that are not visible on the face of the constitutional text and that are not readily implicit in the terms of the Constitution.” 409 Moreover, constitutional construction is an inherently political as well as judicial activity, with “[t]he political branches building out the Constitution through everyday politics.” 410 The League and the Special Committee were part of such a process of constitutional construction in the 1930s, which ultimately resulted in constitutional acceptance of the national administrative state and the APA regime. 411 Contemporary anti-administrativism may be best understood as another effort at constitutional construction, seeking to revise the reigning constitutional order and build a version of the national state more in keeping with conservative principles. 412 Viewing contemporary anti-administrativism in this way underscores the deep connections between its political, judicial, and academic varieties. To succeed, contemporary anti-administrativism will need to bring about broad-ranging changes in national institutions and constitutional culture.

Yet this political overlay poses a particular challenge for contemporary judicial anti-administrativism. Even if clothed in constitutional garb, judicial efforts to cut back on administrative governance will inevitably be seen in political terms, as part of an ongoing national struggle between conservatism and progressivism. That framing was clearly on display at Justice Gorsuch’s confirmation hearings, where references

409 Keith E. Whittington, Constructing a New American Constitution, 27 CONST. COMMENT. 119, 120 (2010); see also Jack M. Balkin, Living Originalism 3–6, 69–73 (2011) (“Constitutional construction, however, involves far more than developing doctrines and precedents that implement the Constitution. All three branches of government build institutions and create laws and doctrines that serve constitutional purposes, that perform constitutional functions, or that reconfigure the relationships among the branches of the federal government, the states, and civil society.” Id. at 5; Lawrence B. Solum, The Interpretation-Construction Distinction, 27 CONST. COMMENT. 95, 100–08 (2010) (describing interpretation as “the activity that aims at discovery of the linguistic meaning” of the Constitution, id. at 101, and construction as giving “legal effect to the semantic content of a legal text,” id. at 103).

410 Balkin, supra note 409, at 298.

411 See supra pp. 88–59.

412 Sunstein & Vermeule, supra note 8, at 46–54.
to *Chevron* deference surfaced frequently during the four days of congressional questioning and in public commentary.\(^4\)\(^1\)\(^3\) *Chevron* in this context served as a stand-in for administrative government writ large, with overt connections drawn to conservative political campaigns against the administrative state.\(^4\)\(^1\)\(^4\) The Roberts Court separately has gained a reputation as a pro-business court, thereby reinforcing perceptions of it as antiregulatory.\(^4\)\(^1\)\(^5\)

And it has been increasingly politically polarized, with the Justices divided into conservative and liberal blocs that overwhelmingly vote together in ideologically contentious cases.\(^4\)\(^1\)\(^6\) Politicization of the Court generally reached an apogee in 2016, with Republicans limiting the Court to eight Justices for over a year in a successful effort to control the appointment of Justice Scalia’s successor.

This external politicization may have served to dampen polarization within the Court, with the 2016 Term setting recent records for consensus and its low number of ideologically split decisions. But this was in part a result of the Court’s avoiding more ideologically contentious issues and seems unlikely to last, given the number of such cases already on the docket for next year.\(^4\)\(^1\)\(^7\)

Put together, all of this might suggest that the Court risks long-lasting institutional harm were it to follow through on its anti-administrative rhetoric and significantly cut back the administrative

\(^{4\text{13}}\) See Gorsuch Confirmation Hearings (Day 1), *supra* note 15 (opening statements by Sens. Feinstein, Klobuchar, and Franken); Nomination of the Honorable Neil M. Gorsuch to Be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States (Day 4), S. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY at 3:51:48 (Mar. 23, 2017), https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/hearings/watch?hearingid=A164B791-5956-A666-6D6-FF25C148F60C9 (testimony by Professor Jonathan Turley on *Chevron* and administrative government); id. at 3:57:25 (testimony by Sierra Club Environmental Law Program Director Pat Gallagher on *Chevron* and administrative government); id. at 4:02:21 (testimony by NFIB Small Business Legal Center Executive Director Karen Harned on *Chevron* and administrative government).


\(^{4\text{15}}\) See Lee Epstein, William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, *How Business Fares in the Supreme Court*, 97 MINN. L. REV. 1431, 1472 (2013) (concluding that “the Roberts Court is much friendlier to business than either the Burger or Rehnquist Courts”); see also Jonathan H. Adler, *Introduction: In Search of the Probusiness Court*, in *BUSINESS AND THE ROBERTS COURT* 1, 11–12 (Jonathan H. Adler ed., 2016) (“While there is little evidence the Court seeks to help business, as such, there are aspects of the Court’s dominant jurisprudence that work to the advantage of business interests.”).


\(^{4\text{17}}\) See Adam Liptak, *A Cautious Supreme Court Sets a Modern Record for Consensus*, N.Y. TIMES (June 27, 2017), https://nyti.ms/2uci8Kw (testimony by NFIB Small Business Legal Center Executive Director Karen Harned on *Chevron* and administrative government).
state. The 1930s offer an interesting parallel here as well, in the institutional threat that the Court faced as a result of its opposition to the early New Deal. To be sure, the contemporary political climate is dramatically different from the 1930s. FDR's 1936 mandate made clear that the Court stood at odds with overwhelming national sentiment in favor of more active national government and that broad support existed for the Court changing its stances, even if FDR's court-packing plan raised popular concerns.418 Today, national politics are deeply divided, and contemporary anti-administrativism appears to resonate with a sizeable part of the electorate. In pushing anti-administrativism, then, the Court is not at risk of being out of sync with most of the nation. Instead, the institutional risk it faces is of being viewed increasingly as nothing more than another arena for political combat.

III. 1930s Redux II: The Administrative State and Executive Power

Contemporary anti-administrativism’s core constitutional attack is that the national administrative state enables the exercise of unaccountable and aggrandized executive power: Unelected bureaucrats wield a combination of de facto legislative, judicial, and executive powers outside of meaningful political or judicial constraint.419 Contemporary anti-administrativists differ on whether the result is modern-day tyranny or, more moderately, a system of government in tension with the Constitution’s commitment to separating and checking governmental power in the name of individual liberty.420 Either way, the national administrative state is painted as constitutionally suspect.

Anxieties about executive power are understandable, particularly in our current era of presidential unilateralism and a seemingly hamstrung Congress. But the anti-administrativists’ analysis gets the constitutional diagnosis almost exactly backward. The administrative state — with

418 Friedmann, supra note 317, at 3-5, 202-34.
419 See supra pp. 36-37. Other constitutional concerns are that the administrative state violates constitutional limits on national power and individual economic rights, but as noted above these concerns are less developed in current judicial challenges and surface more in academic commentary. See supra pp. 29-32.
420 Compare, e.g., City of Arlington v. FCC, 569 U.S. 290, 315 (2013) (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (“It would be a bit much to describe the result as... tyranny, but the danger posed by the growing power of the administrative state cannot be dismissed.” (internal quotations omitted)), with Dep’t of Transp. v. Ass’n of Am. RRs., 135 S. Ct. 1225, 1244 (2015) (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment) (“The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the same hands... may justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny.” (alterations in original) (quoting The Federalist No. 47, at 298 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 2003)), and Gutierrez-Brizuela v. Lynch, 834 F.3d 1142, 1149 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J., concurring) (“Chevron and Brand X permit executive bureaucracies to swallow huge amounts of core judicial and legislative power and concentrate federal power in a way that seems more than a little difficult to square with the Constitution of the framers’ design.”).
its bureaucracy, expert and professional personnel, and internal institutional complexity — performs critical constitutional functions and is the key to an accountable, constrained, and effective executive branch. Indeed, far from being constitutionally suspect, the administrative state today is constitutionally obligatory, rendered necessary by the broad statutory delegations of authority to the executive branch that are the defining feature of modern government. Those delegations are here to stay; only the most extreme and resolute anti-administrativists are willing to suggest their invalidation, and the Supreme Court has almost never done so. From delegation, however, core features of the national administrative state follow.\textsuperscript{421}

A. The Brownlow Committee and Presidential Administration

The 1930s are again a useful starting point for assessing the relationship between the administrative state and executive power. Two prominent accounts of this relationship — one arguing for strong presidential control of administrative government, the other emphasizing administrative expertise and specialization — were offered in 1937 and 1938, respectively. Although competing in important ways, these two accounts shared a central insight: that the administrative state was the key to ensuring accountable as well as effective exercise of executive power and guarding against its abuse. More importantly, both these accounts remain relevant today, with their combined insights capturing important constitutional functions that the administrative state performs.

Notwithstanding FDR’s disdain for the Liberty League, he accepted the proposition that New Deal agencies needed more oversight. In 1936, he commissioned a committee of public administration experts, headed by Louis Brownlow, to study administration and management in the executive branch and propose recommendations.\textsuperscript{422} Issued nearly one year later in January 1937, the Brownlow Committee’s report sounded concerns strongly resonant with the anti-administrativists of its era and today. Despite its commitment to the New Deal, the Brownlow

\textsuperscript{421} An extraordinary body of constitutional scholarship addresses whether the administrative state can accord with the Constitution’s text, structure, precedent, and history — including recently within the pages of the Foreword. See John F. Manning, The Supreme Court, 2013 Term — Foreword: The Means of Constitutional Power, 128 HARV. L. REV. 1 (2014). I am not going to repeat those efforts here; the debate has been waged as ably and exhaustively as it can be, and were I to try to list all of the important articles in this area, this would be the footnote that ate the Foreword. Framing analysis around the question of whether the administrative state is constitutional injects hesitancy about its constitutional status from the outset. My goal, instead, is to reframe the analysis by focusing on the administrative state’s constitutional benefits.

\textsuperscript{422} For background on the Committee and its three members, see generally BARRY DEAN KARL, EXECUTIVE REORGANIZATION AND REFORM IN THE NEW DEAL (1963), and RICHARD POLENBERG, REORGANIZING ROOSEVELT’S GOVERNMENT 3–27 (1966).
Committee warned of the “dangers of bureaucracy”423 and viewed “safeguarding... the citizen from narrow-minded and dictatorial bureaucratic interference and control [a]s one of the primary obligations of democratic government.”424 It particularly attacked the independent regulatory commissions, for which it coined the phrase the “headless ‘fourth branch,’” arguing that their lack of political accountability and requirement that “the same men... serve both as prosecutors and as judges” did “violence” to the Constitution’s tripartite separation of powers structure.425 Expanding presidential control over New Deal administration was the Committee’s core solution, putting it diametrically at odds with the League and the Special Committee but on a page with Free Enterprise’s insistence on the need for “oversight by an elected President.”426 The Brownlow Committee similarly insisted that greater presidential control was essential for democracy and self-government, proclaiming that “[t]he President is... the one and only national officer representative of the entire Nation.”427 Yet the Brownlow Committee differed starkly from anti-administrativists in viewing the administrative state itself as the critical means for obtaining accountability through the President. It sought to consolidate the executive branch and individual agencies’ structures, expanding centralized managerial, fiscal, and planning capacity under “a responsible and effective chief executive as the center of energy, direction, and administrative management.”428 The Brownlow Committee urged expanding the White House staff under the cry of “[t]he President needs help,”429 and also insisted on the need to expand the civil service “upward, outward, and downward,”430 arguing that “[d]emocratic government today, with its greatly increased activities and responsibilities, requires personnel of the highest order.”431 The Committee also viewed “centralizing the determination of administrative policy [so] that there is a clear line of conduct laid down for all officialdom to follow,” along with “decentralizing the actual administrative operation,” as essential to accountable government.432 Even more, the Brownlow Committee was adamant on the need for active administrative government: “A weak administration can neither advance nor retreat successfully — it can

423 President’s Comm. on Admin. Mgmt., Administrative Management in the Government of the United States 8 (1937) [hereinafter Brownlow Report].
424 Id. at 30.
425 Id. at 36.
427 Brownlow Report, supra note 423, at 1.
428 Id. at 2.
429 Id. at 5.
430 Id. at 7–8.
431 Id. at 7.
432 Id. at 30.
merely muddle. Those who waver at the sight of needed power are false friends of modern democracy."433

Roosevelt sent proposed legislation incorporating the Brownlow Committee’s recommendations to Congress in early 1937, just a few weeks before he submitted his court-packing plan. Controversial in its own right, the Brownlow legislation soon was attacked for being part of a broader effort by FDR to seize dictatorial powers and was never enacted.434 Interestingly, the Brownlow legislation also faced opposition from New Deal supporters, most notably James Landis, Chair of the SEC until 1937 and eventual Dean of Harvard Law School.435 In 1938, Landis wrote what remains the classic defense of administrative government, The Administrative Process, taking direct aim at the Brownlow Committee Report.436 Landis attacked the Brownlow Committee’s effort to centralize control of administrative government in the President as well as its insistence on fitting administrative government within the traditional separation of powers framework. In lieu of presidential control, Landis offered expertise, specialization, and effective regulation as the primary keys to the accountability of administrative government.437 He also defended the combination of powers held by modern administrative agencies as essential to meeting the regulatory challenges of a modern industrial economy, famously decrying “the inadequacy of a simple tripartite form of government to deal with modern problems.”438 Yet for all that, Landis shared more points of agreement with the Brownlow Committee than he acknowledged. Professional and expert staff as well as administrative structure were central to both of their accounts, with Landis emphasizing the protections provided by internal procedure in defending administrative adjudication.439 Both also underscored the practical realities that limited the value of external checks on the executive branch and insisted that effective administrative government had become a prerequisite of democracy.440

433 Id. at 47.
434 See BRINKLEY, supra note 367, at 22; Shepherd, supra note 341, at 1585–86. For a detailed account of the debate over the Brownlow legislation, see generally POLENBERG, supra note 422, at 125–88. Despite the failure of the Brownlow legislation, presidential reorganization powers were expanded in 1939 and, a decade later, the Hoover Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government significantly expanded presidential administrative control. See HERBERT EMMERICH, FEDERAL ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT 88–90 (1971).
437 Id. at 23, 28–30, 98–100, 111; see also VERMEULE, supra note 147, at 39, 62–63.
438 LANDIS, supra note 436, at 1; id. at 10–14, 91–98.
439 Id. at 101–11.
440 Id. at 8–9, 30–31, 34–38; BROWNLOW REPORT, supra note 423, at 47.
Landis won this battle in the 1930s, and the independent expertise model of the administrative state dominated the post-World War II era. In the end, however, the Brownlow Committee won the war, with presidential power over the administrative state rising to the fore beginning with the Reagan Administration. Presidents have achieved this control by following the Brownlow Committee’s advice on expanding centralized administrative capacity. But Presidents have deviated markedly from the Committee’s recommendations by also extensively politicizing agency staff instead of expanding the civil service. Even independent agencies are also now recognized to be more susceptible to presidential influence — and to be more varied in the extent of their independence — than the Brownlow Committee and Landis ever envisioned. The benefits and harms of this growth in presidential power continue to be as strongly debated as in the 1930s, but presidential administration has become the central reality of the contemporary national government.

Presidential administration, in turn, has accentuated the risk of executive branch unilateralism and aggrandizement. The Brownlow

441 Schiller, supra note 362, at 404, 406.


445 Compare Kagan, supra note 191, at 233–46 (arguing that presidential direction is important for political accountability, cost-effectiveness, priority setting, and energy), and Steven G. Calabresi & Sakirshna B. Prakash, The President’s Power to Execute the Laws, 104 Yale L.J. 547 (1994) (asserting that presidential direction is constitutionally required), with Shane, supra note 192, at 3–5 (expressing concern over the growing concentration of power in the federal executive and the dangers it raises), and Cynthia R. Farina, The Consent of the Governed: Against Simple Rules for a Complex World, 72 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 987 (1997) (contending that the idea of political accountability through presidential control is unduly simplistic), and Jerry L. Mashaw & David Berke, Presidential Administration in a Regime of Separated Powers: An Analysis of Recent American Experience, 35 Yale J. On Reg. (forthcoming 2018) (manuscript at 82–93), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3018618 [https:perma.cc/TSF3-YzAQ] (expressing skepticism about presidential administration yielding benefits in energy or accountability and noting the lack of durability of recent aggressive presidential assertions of power as well as the judicial anxiety they have aroused). See generally Daniel A. Farber & Anne Joseph O’Connell, The Lost World of Administrative Law, 92 Tex. L. Rev. 1137 (2014).

Committee’s exaltation of the President may have been ahead of its time, but Presidents today are even more the focus of popular expectations for government. Presidents increasingly are “held responsible for designing, proposing, legislating, administering, and modifying public policy . . . . [Hence, a President’s] chances for reelection, . . . standing with opinion leaders and the public, and . . . historical legacy all depend on . . . perceived success as the generalized leader of government.”

Presidents thus face strong “incentives to develop and expand their power in whatever ways they can.” And, given the vast powers statutorily delegated to the executive branch, a prime means by which Presidents seek to push their policies is through their control over administration. They are further encouraged to do so by the institutional and political realities that make enactment of legislation to overturn administrative decisions difficult. The process of passing a bill in both houses — especially given the need to get through the committee process and to reach a supermajority of sixty votes in the Senate to avoid a filibuster — and then securing presidential agreement or overturning a veto is hard enough. But the intense political and ideological divisions of our current era raise an often insurmountable barrier for significant legislation, sometimes even when the national government is under unified party control and only more so when not.

The claim of unilateralism here is a qualified one. Most importantly, Presidents and agencies rely on underlying statutes for their authority to act and face the possibility of judicial invalidation if they overstep that authority. Congress is hardly stuck on the sidelines. Over the

---

447 Moe, supra note 443, at 259; see also Cary Coglianese & Kristin Firth, Separation of Powers Legitimacy: An Empirical Inquiry into Norms About Executive Power, 164 U. PA. L. REV. 1859, 1882–83 (2016) (reporting on empirical evidence that the public credits Presidents for successful administrative action and blames them for administrative failures). But see Jide Nzelibe, The Fable of the Nationalist President and the Parochial Congress, 53 UCLA L. REV. 1217 (2006) (questioning whether Presidents have the nationwide popular focus they are conventionally thought to have).

448 Moe & Howell, supra note 446, at 844.


last decade, it has enacted several major regulatory reform statutes and it retains the ability to influence and constrain the executive branch, whether through hearings, investigations, appropriations, or by refusing to move on legislation or appointments that a President seeks.\textsuperscript{452} Public opinion can be a potent force as well, with claims that the executive branch has abused its power or exceeded its statutory authority capable of generating substantial political pushback.\textsuperscript{453}

Even so, Presidents are able to use their oversight of the executive branch to set the national agenda and single-handedly push national policy in significant new directions.\textsuperscript{454} President Obama’s open embrace of administrative power to advance his second-term agenda is a prime example of this phenomenon.\textsuperscript{455} Yet in strongly asserting presidential power over administration, Obama was following in the immediate footsteps of President Bush, and President Trump is already pursuing the same path as well.\textsuperscript{456} Partisanship affects how Presidents wield their power over administration — whether they seek to foster regulation or stymie it, for example — but not whether they assert such power in the first place.

\textbf{B. The Administrative State’s Constitutional Functions}

This potential for presidentially driven administrative unilateralism and aggrandizement suggests limitations in relying on presidential control alone to guard against abuse of executive power. Yet the often over-
looked feature of the Brownlow Committee’s approach was its recognition that both presidential control and bureaucracy were essential for accountable government. Even more accurate is the picture that emerges from combining the Committee’s insights with those of Landis. It is the internal complexity of the administrative state — the way it marries together presidential control, bureaucratic oversight, expertise, professionalism, structural insulation, procedural requirements, and the like — that holds the key to securing accountable, constrained, and effective exercise of executive power.

These features of the administrative state are not just beneficial in a good government sense. They also carry constitutional significance, both in satisfying constitutional structural requirements and in ensuring that broader separation of powers principles retain force in the world of contemporary governance. By thus implementing the separation of powers, the administrative state performs an essential constitutional function.

1. **Bureaucratic Supervision and Internal Constraints.** — Consider first the managerial supervision and oversight that the Brownlow Committee emphasized, which occur both within agencies and at a centralized level across the executive branch. This kind of bureaucratic accountability is necessary to guarantee both that low-level personnel enforce politically determined policy and that important information about administrative activity reaches high-level political officials. Internal supervision is equally critical to ensuring that the executive branch acts in a lawful manner. Judicial review of agency action can articulate legal requirements, but only managerial oversight and supervision can translate judicial decisions into agency policies and actions. Moreover, internal oversight and supervision reach a far broader array of agency action than courts can, and are able to prevent unlawful agency actions from occurring in the first place, whereas courts are largely reactive.

   Indeed, as Mashaw has long argued, the body of internal instructions, guidance, and procedures developed through operation of bureaucratic accountability is itself a form of law — the internal law of the administrative state. For the most part, these measures are not subject to judicial enforcement, but they are law-like in that they are perceived as binding and internally enforced as such within agencies. By

---

457 See supra notes 422–33 and accompanying text.
458 Rubin, supra note 198, at 2119–34.
459 Gillian E. Metzger & Kevin M. Stack, Internal Administrative Law, 115 Mich. L. Rev. 1239, 1250–58 (2017); see also Landis, supra note 436, at 123 (“Courts are not unconscious of the fact that, due to their own inadequacies, areas of government formerly within their control have been handed over to administrative agencies for supervision.”).
460 Mashaw, supra note 245, at 223.
rising above the level of specific actions and embodying officials’ general views on governing statutes and policies, these measures also foster important rule-of-law values such as consistency, coherence, authorization, justification, and nonarbitrary governmental action. In the Brownlow Committee’s words, centralizing and specifying policy “for all officialdom to follow” is essential to prevent “narrowminded and dictatorial bureaucratic interference and control.”

In short, the mechanisms of bureaucratic accountability are central to achieving political and legal accountability of government. Moreover, both political and legal accountability are generally acknowledged to have a constitutional basis. Political accountability is embedded in the Constitution’s electoral provisions, commitment to self-government, and grants of legislative power to an elected Congress and executive power to an elected President. Legal accountability is a more implicit but equally central structural premise, embodied in the idea of a constitutionally controlled government and represented in the President’s obligation to faithfully execute the law. This means, in turn, that bureaucratic accountability also has constitutional salience: It provides the mechanisms to realize constitutionally mandated political and legal accountability. Equally constitutionally consequential is the role that bureaucratic oversight plays in guarding against abuse of executive power by ensuring consistent, coordinated governmental action.

Yet the constitutional significance of oversight and supervision goes further. As I have argued elsewhere, the Constitution itself imposes a duty to supervise on government officials. This duty is most clearly embodied in Article II’s direction that the President “shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed.” But it also manifests as a broader structural requirement, implicit in the repeated constitutional invocations of hierarchical oversight relationships in contexts of delegated power. Such a duty to supervise is additionally rooted in due process’s prohibition on arbitrary exercise of governmental power, given the need for oversight and managerial control to ensure that delegated

461 Nina A. Mendelson, Regulatory Beneficiaries and Informal Agency Policymaking, 92 CORNELL L. REV. 397, 413 (2007); Metzger & Stack, supra note 459, at 1256–66; Rubin, supra note 198, at 2075.
462 BROWNLOW REPORT, supra note 423, at 30.
464 See U.S. CONST. pmbl.; id. art. I, §§ 1–3; id. art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
465 Id. art. II, § 3; Metzger, The Constitutional Duty to Supervise, supra note 260, at 1891.
467 U.S. CONST. art. II, § 5.
power is not used abusively or arbitrarily. Recognizing this constitutional demand for supervision may come most naturally to unitary executivists, but the duty to supervise is not limited to the President and extends throughout the executive branch as well as Congress. The bureaucratic oversight mechanisms of the administrative state represent the core means through which the constitutional duty to supervise is satisfied.

Where the Brownlow Committee emphasized top-down bureaucratic supervision, Landis connected accountability more to bottom-up and horizontal aspects of the administrative state. Professor Jon Michaels has recently elaborated a horizontal account of the administrative state as composed of different forces and interests, that are often rivalrous and check each other’s perceived overreaches and failures. Civil servants — the career government employees both the Brownlow Committee and Landis viewed as central to effective governance — are one such internal force. A critical characteristic of civil servants that allows them to check overreach is their protection from employment termination. But independence protections are not the only strength of the civil service. Often professionals by training, civil servants frequently “feel bound by legal, moral, or professional norms to certain courses of action,” with their concern for legal authority forming “an often unappreciated bulwark to the rule of law” within agencies. Executive branch lawyers are a particularly important group when it comes to legal accountability. Lawyers operate throughout the national administrative state, in centralized legal offices at the White House and Department of Justice, in agency general counsel offices, and even on
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469 Id. at 1896–97; see Bressman, supra note 442, at 529–33 (describing arguments by prominent administrative law scholars contending that “the problem of arbitrary administrative decisionmaking is the lack of standards controlling the exercise of administrative authority”); Evan J. Criddle, When Delegation Begets Domination: Due Process of Administrative Lawmaking, 45 GA. L. REV. 117, 121–22 (2011) (arguing for a “due process model” under which delegations to agencies must be constrained and structured so as not to “increase[e] the government’s capacity for arbitrariness”).

470 See, e.g., LANDIS, supra note 436, at 60–62, 98–100, 103–06; see also William H. Simon, The Organizational Premises of Administrative Law, 78 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., nos. 1 & 2, 2Q15, at 61, 67–79 (arguing against a top-down conception of accountability).


474 LEWIS, supra note 443, at 30.

the ground with agency personnel. Few agency policies and sanctioned actions go unvetted by lawyers, and agency lawyers often wield substantial power — arguably, too much power — over agency policy. More broadly, the substantive expertise of agency personnel, as well as their access to information and commitment to their agencies’ missions, can offer a potent check on perceived political abuse of administrative power. These internal forces are often externally supported. Professional networks, for example, help to reinforce procedural and reputational norms among administrators.

Agencies’ structures reveal further internal divisions and checks on administrative decisionmaking. Internal separation of functions and ALJ independence protections guard against biased decisionmaking by keeping agency prosecutors and adjudicators apart. Independent internal agency watchdogs such as inspectors general investigate alleged agency malfeasance, and agencies often have separate offices dedicated to advocating for civil rights in agency decisionmaking. Even different agencies can check one another, with statutory schemes frequently imposing requirements of interagency consultation or building in redundancy to prevent regulatory gaps. State and local governments also


477 See, e.g., Mashaw & Harfst, supra note 193, at 172–201 (describing how National Highway Safety Administration lawyers’ concerns over litigation fundamentally reoriented the agency’s regulatory strategy).


479 Daniel P. Carpenter, The Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy 23–30 (2001); see also Michaels, supra note 471, at 237–39 (describing the impact of professional norms on civil servants).

480 Barnett, supra note 98, at 803–09.


can be powerful forces pushing for changes in national administrative governance. Although not internal to national administration in the same manner as agency decisionmaking structures or civil servants, states and localities are often responsible for central aspects of federal regulation and federal program implementation.

Like bureaucratic accountability, these internal constraints also carry constitutional significance. To begin with, they support traditional external checks on the executive branch and thus empower the Constitution’s separation of powers system. Congress and the courts depend upon agency personnel for the information and expertise they need to perform their external review roles. This relationship is often reciprocal, with Congress and the courts playing central roles in reinforcing internal executive branch constraints. Agency staff have relationships with congressional overseers and reports of executive branch misdeeds can trigger congressional investigation. Courts can also reinforce internal checks, for example by signaling that decisions made over career staff objections — or without internal administrative consultation and review — may trigger heightened judicial scrutiny. These internal mechanisms also play a constitutional role in preventing individual rights violations, such as biased decisionmaking. Indeed, recent historical scholarship has documented a wide array of instances in which agency professionals and civil rights offices sought to develop rights protections beyond those available in court. In the early decades of the

---

483 See Jessica Bulman-Pozen, Executive Federalism Comes to America, 102 VA. L. REV. 953, 976–82 (2016) (describing how national programmatic dependence on states has allowed state governors to force Presidents to compromise on Medicaid expansion and marijuana policy).


485 Metzger, Internal and External Separation of Powers, supra note 475, at 442–47; see also Michaels, supra note 471, at 244–60 (discussing how Congress and the courts can rely on different forces active in the administrative sphere to compete with the President for bureaucratic control).

486 See JOEL D. ABERBACH, KEEPING A WATCHFUL EYE: THE POLITICS OF CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT 5–7, 95–96 (1990) (describing communication between congressional and agency staff); see also Lisa Heinzerling, The FDA’s Plan B Fiasco: Lessons for Administrative Law, 102 GEO. L.J. 927, 952 (2014) (detailing the Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) investigation, at the request of members of Congress, into the FDA’s refusal to grant the morning-after pill over-the-counter status and the GAO’s access to internal information and staff views).


488 See, e.g., WILLIAM N. ESKRIDGE JR. & JOHN FEREJOHN, A REPUBLIC OF STATUTES 73 (2010) (describing the EEOC’s interpretation of sex discrimination to include pregnancy discrimination); Sophia Z. Lee, Race, Sex, and Rulemaking: Administrative Constitutionalism and the
twentieth century, for example, “[p]rogressive lawyers within the executive branch took the lead in forging a new civil-libertarian consensus” in accommodating the civil liberties of conscientious objectors.489

In addition to empowering and enforcing external checks on executive power, internal administrative constraints perform a constitutional function by embedding separation of powers values into the fabric of administrative government.490 Just as the constitutional separation of powers system diffuses power among the branches to prevent its accumulation in any single branch, internal constraints diffuse power within the executive branch to forestall presidential aggrandizement.491 In this fashion, internal constraints also help ensure that governmental power is wielded in an articulated manner, guarding against the combination of distinct governance functions in the same administrative hands.492 Similarly, just as requirements of bicameralism and presentment are defended as fostering deliberation before legislation is enacted, internal constraints foster deliberation by bringing a range of perspectives to bear in setting executive policy.493 And by ensuring a major role for career bureaucrats and professionals in government decisionmaking, these constraints foster rule-of-law values of continuity and stability.494 Implicit in this view of internal constraints as serving to realize separation of powers principles is the idea that these principles have substance beyond their specific instantiations in constitutional text. Some disagree


489 Jeremy K. Kessler, The Administrative Origins of Modern Civil Liberties Law, 114 COLUM. L. REV. 1083, 1085 (2014); see also Laura M. Weinrib, Civil Liberties Outside the Courts, 2014 SUP. CT. REV. 297, 338–48 (comparing enforcement of civil liberties at the NLRB and the DOJ during the 1930s).

490 For an account of the need “to adapt the framers’ checks and balances principles” to the realities of contemporary governance, in particular presidential lawmaking, see Abner S. Greene, Checks and Balances in an Era of Presidential Lawmaking, 61 U. CHI. L. REV. 123, 134 (1994).


492 WALDRON, supra note 260, at 46–51, 62–70.


with that proposition. It remains, however, a basic aspect of the Court’s jurisprudence on constitutional structure.

No doubt, the suggestion that constraints limiting the President’s power over the executive branch serve a constitutional function is anathema to those who believe that the Constitution grants the President full and immediate control over all aspects of executive branch decisionmaking and personnel. That is a minority position, however — one that even the Roberts Court appeared to reject by upholding a regulatory scheme with one level of for-cause protection. In addition, many of the internal administrative checks described above do not represent direct or formal constraints on presidential power, such as statutory independence requirements. Instead, they work indirectly and informally, for example by creating agency cultures and decisionmaking norms that have a checking effect in practice. And internal checks can also operate to empower Presidents, to the extent they harness greater competency and expertise in the pursuit of presidential goals. Presidents may well support independence provisions for this reason.

In short, the administrative state is awash with internal accountability mechanisms, and executive power is far more internally constrained than anti-administrativists admit. Of course, these mechanisms do not always succeed in guarding against administrative abuse of authority, and sometimes have the opposite effect. Internal administrative law can be used to advance aggressive views of an agency’s authority, for instance, and there are prominent examples of executive branch lawyers sanctioning unlawful conduct.

The very variety and multiplicity of

495 Dean John Manning has forcefully argued that “the Constitution adopts no freestanding principle of separation of powers.” John F. Manning, Separation of Powers as Ordinary Interpretation, 124 HARV. L. REV. 1939, 1944 (2011) [hereinafter Manning, Ordinary Interpretation] (emphasis omitted); see also Manning, supra note 421, at 30–48 (critiquing the Rehnquist and Roberts Courts’ use of freestanding separation of powers and federalism principles to limit the necessary and proper power).

496 See Manning, Ordinary Interpretation, supra note 495, at 1942–44. I have defended reliance on such freestanding constitutional concerns elsewhere. Gillian E. Metzger, The Constitutional Legitimacy of Freestanding Federalism, 122 HARV. L. REV. F. 98 (2009).

497 See CALABRESI & YOO, supra note 65, at 420–25 (arguing that almost all Presidents have exercised the power to direct subordinates and that perceived limits on presidential power over the civil service and independent agencies are historically novel); Calabresi & Prakash, supra note 445, at 581–84 (arguing that independent agencies violate the Executive Power and Take Care Clauses).


499 See supra notes 470–79 and accompanying text.

500 See GOLDSMITH, supra note 476, at xv–xvi; POSNER & VERMEULE, supra note 453, at 137–50 (arguing that Presidents often have incentives to adopt self-binding mechanisms).

these mechanisms make claims of the beneficial impact of any particular mechanism hard to verify; lack of transparency in much executive branch decisionmaking further occludes clarity about how these mechanisms function and how much traction they have in practice.\footnote{See generally Levinson, supra note 264, at 43–82 (discussing the difficulty of assessing who wields power in different institutional arrangements).} That administrative accountability mechanisms fail at times, however, does not mean they are fundamentally ineffective. The many examples of their positive impact, at both the agency and presidential level, preclude such a conclusion.\footnote{For a contrary view, see D.A. Candeub, Tyranny and Administrative Law, 59 ARIZ. L. REV. 49, 77–92 (2017).} At a minimum, whatever doubts exist about the impact of these measures, their existence alone demonstrates the inaccuracy of anti-administrative portrayals of the administrative state as simply power-aggrandizing and unaccountable.

2. Effective Governance. — The administrative state does more than oversee and constrain. It also empowers and provides the means for effective governance. As eloquently propounded by Landis, the administrative state brings expertise, specialization, and information to bear on complicated policy and regulatory challenges, and does so in a way that allows for public participation and proactive government action. In particular, Landis emphasized that the combination of legislative, adjudicatory, and executive functions in agencies is essential for effective regulation.\footnote{LANDIS, supra note 436, at 1–5, 10.} Similar consequentialist arguments remain at the forefront of contemporary defenses of the administrative state.\footnote{See, e.g., STEINZOR & SHAPIRO, supra note 281; VERMEULE, supra note 147.} This is not to say that administrative government always or necessarily regulates well; regulatory failures and phenomena like agency capture make any such claim implausible.\footnote{For recent accounts that identify these regulatory deficiencies, and caution against too quickly assuming they are present, see REGULATORY BREAKDOWN (Cary Coglianese ed., 2012); and PREVENTING REGULATORY CAPTURE 2–12 (Daniel Carpenter & David A. Moss eds., 2014).} The point is instead a comparative one. Neither legislatures nor courts have the kind of expertise and institutional capacity that agencies do, or the ability to adapt policy at the pace demanded by contemporary society, across the vast range of contexts in which administrative government is active.\footnote{LANDIS, supra note 436, at 20, 30, 48–49; Cass R. Sunstein, The Most Knowledgeable Branch, 164 U. PA. L. REV. 1607, 1608–11 (2016).}

Effective governance is another important dimension of accountability in executive power. Although anti-administrativists focus on the danger of too-active government, an executive branch that fails to effectively perform the responsibilities Congress has assigned to it should be
equally troubling. The Brownlow Committee captured this point in insisting that democracy necessitates strong government.\textsuperscript{508} The Committee also argued that bureaucratic oversight was the key to achieving effective governance, indicating how the different varieties of administrative state accountability are often mutually supporting.\textsuperscript{509} But they can also work at cross-purposes. In particular, internal administrative checks and constraints can render energetic and effective government harder to achieve. Now-Justice Elena Kagan has warned of “inertia and torpor” as “inherent vices” of bureaucracy that are obscured by incessant focus on the potential for agency abuse of power.\textsuperscript{510} Her defense of presidential administration was premised in part on the importance of presidential direction to ensuring achievement of coherent objectives in an expeditious, cost-effective, and rationally prioritized way.\textsuperscript{511} Other scholars disagree, emphasizing the importance of agency expertise, independent deliberation, and intra-executive branch conflict for better results and even better implementation of presidential policies.\textsuperscript{512} Still others contend that efficacy measures such as strong presidential control achieve their results at too great a risk of excessive and unchecked executive power.\textsuperscript{513} But underlying this debate is shared agreement on the value of effective government, regardless of how that value is balanced against conflicting concerns with preventing abuse of power.

Making government effective is one of the administrative state’s most important constitutional functions.\textsuperscript{514} Some anti-administrativists reject such a claim; they insist that governmental effectiveness is constitutionally irrelevant and even celebrate inefficiency as a constitutional virtue.\textsuperscript{515} In this regard, they enjoy the support of some prior Supreme Court decisions, such as \textit{INS v. Chadha}’s famous insistence that “the

\textsuperscript{508} See \textit{Brownlow Report}, supra note 423, at 3.

\textsuperscript{509} See id. at 46–47.

\textsuperscript{510} Kagan, supra note 191, at 2263; see also Adrian Vermeule, \textit{Optimal Abuse of Power}, 109 NW. U. L. REV. 673, 676–78 (2015) (“In the administrative state, abuse of power is not something to be minimized, but rather optimized.”).

\textsuperscript{511} Kagan, supra note 191, at 2339–46; see also Lawrence Lessig & Cass R. Sunstein, \textit{The President and the Administration}, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1, 93–106 (1994).

\textsuperscript{512} See Farber & O’Connell, supra note 482 (manuscript at 54–57); Mark Seidenfeld, Foreword, \textit{The Role of Politics in a Deliberative Model of the Administrative State}, 81 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1397, 1425–26 (2013); David B. Spence & Frank Cross, \textit{A Public Choice Case for the Administrative State}, 89 GEO. L.J. 97, 101 (2000); see also LEWIS, supra note 443, at 172–201 (presenting data on improved agency performance with limited politicization).

\textsuperscript{513} SHANE, supra note 192, at 4–13.


\textsuperscript{515} See, e.g., Perry v. Merit Sys. Prot. Bd., 137 S. Ct. 1975, 1990 (2017) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting) (“But the difficulty of making new laws isn’t some bug in the constitutional design: it’s the point of the design, the better to preserve liberty.”); Dep’t of Transp. v. Ass’n of Am. R.Rs., 135 S. Ct. 1225, 1237 (2015) (Alito, J., concurring) (arguing that “bicameralism and presentment make lawmaking difficult by design” (alteration omitted) (quoting Manning, supra note 255, at 202)).
fact that a given law or procedure is efficient, convenient, and useful in facilitating functions of government, standing alone, will not save it if it is contrary to the Constitution.”\textsuperscript{516} But even though efficacy cannot justify a constitutional violation, it is not precluded from carrying constitutional significance in the absence of such a violation, nor is efficacy excluded from influencing assessments of whether a measure is unconstitutional in the first place. The Court has made this point as well, stating that “[t]he Constitution as a continuously operative charter of government does not demand the impossible or the impracticable... [And it] ‘has never been regarded as denying to the Congress the necessary resources of flexibility and practicality... to perform its function.’”\textsuperscript{517} Moreover, the Court has refused to impose requirements that would “stultify the administrative process” or make that process “inflexible and incapable of dealing with many of the... problems which arise.”\textsuperscript{518} Perhaps most relevant for anti-administrativists, achieving effective governance — “the promotion of energetic and responsible government in the common interest” — was an express and central concern of the Framers in designing the national government.\textsuperscript{519} Denying governmental efficacy constitutional significance is thus impossible to square with the constitutional separation of powers system.

C. The Administrative State as Constitutionally Obligatory

Far from representing a constitutional threat, the administrative state thus plays a critical role in both cabining and effectuating executive power. Returning to the 193Os debates helps identify important constitutional functions that the administrative state performs. But the point can be taken even further: The modern national administrative state is now constitutionally obligatory, rendered necessary by the reality of delegation.

1. Delegation and Its Implications. — Congressional delegations of authority to the executive branch date back to the nation’s earliest days of existence, and have been upheld by courts for nearly as long.\textsuperscript{520} The

\textsuperscript{516} 462 U.S. 919, 944 (1983).


\textsuperscript{519} Pozen, supra note 86, at 75; see supra p. 45. Effective governance was also a central concern of leading separation of powers theorists such as Locke, who defended separating out executive power in efficiency terms. See BARBER, supra note 514 (manuscript at 4–6).

\textsuperscript{520} See Keith E. Whittington & Jason Iuliano, The Myth of the Nondelegation Doctrine, 165 U. PA. L. REV. 379, 381 (2017) (“[T]here was never a time in which the courts used the nondelegation doctrine to limit legislative delegations of power.”). But see Ass’n of Am. R.Rs., 135 S. Ct. at 1246-50 (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment) (arguing that the delegations upheld before the New Deal were more limited).
1930s witnessed the only times that the Supreme Court has held a delegation unconstitutional, with delegation representing a central bone of contention in the constitutional battle over the New Deal.\textsuperscript{521} The centrality of delegation to that battle should not be surprising. Reflecting the constitutional principle that administrative agencies can only exercise authority delegated to them,\textsuperscript{522} delegation represents the foundation on which the administrative state rests. In Professor Louis Jaffe’s famous words, delegation is “the dynamo of modern government.”\textsuperscript{523} The New Deal delegations sustained by the Court were notably open-ended, including instructions for agencies to regulate in the “public interest.”\textsuperscript{524} But over the ensuing eight decades the scope of delegations has expanded significantly further. Today, Congress has delegated substantial policymaking authority to the executive branch across a wide array of contexts.\textsuperscript{525}

Many anti-administrativists maintain that the Court’s multiple decisions sustaining broad delegations represent a fundamental deviation from the Constitution’s separation of powers structure. These critiques rest on contested views about the meaning of “legislative” and “executive” power — contested even among anti-administrativists themselves.\textsuperscript{526} An additional reason for skepticism is the difficulty anti-administrativists face in constructing a plausible test for constitutionally permissible delegations. Justice Thomas’s effort to prohibit any delegation of policymaking authority in setting general rules is practically infeasible and at odds with longstanding practice.\textsuperscript{527} But more functionalist assessments, focused on determining when a delegation goes too far, are similarly unworkable. As Justice Scalia argued, once “the debate over unconstitutional delegation becomes a debate not over a point of principle but over a question of degree,” it becomes hard to conclude that courts are competent or “qualified to second-guess Congress.”\textsuperscript{528}

Yet whatever their views on current nondelegation doctrine, both anti-administrativists and supporters of administrative government

\textsuperscript{521} See supra p. 53.
\textsuperscript{522} See Thomas W. Merrill, Rethinking Article I, Section 1: From Nondelegation to Exclusive Delegation, 104 COLUM. L. REV. 2097, 2101 (2004).
\textsuperscript{523} Louis L. Jaffe, Judicial Control of Administrative Action 33 (1965).
\textsuperscript{524} Nat’l Broad. Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 225–26 (1943).
\textsuperscript{525} See DeMuth, supra note 183, at 125–26.
\textsuperscript{526} See Magill, supra note 491, at 618–23; see also Eric A. Posner & Adrian Vermeule, Interring the Nondelegation Doctrine, 69 U. CHI. L. REV. 1723, 1723 (2002) (arguing that legislative power simply means enactment of a congressional statute). Compare Lawson, supra note 179, at 376–78 (suggesting that the Constitution requires Congress to make “sufficiently important” decisions), with Dep’t of Transp. v. Ass’n of Am. R.Rs., 135 S. Ct. 1225, 1251 (2015) (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment) (arguing that it is a mistake to assume that “any degree of policy judgment is permissible when it comes to establishing generally applicable rules governing private conduct”).
\textsuperscript{527} See generally Whittington & Iuliano, supra note 520.
should agree that the phenomenon of broad delegation is not at risk of judicial invalidation. Justice Thomas aside, little support exists on the Court for invalidating delegations to the executive branch on constitutional grounds. 529 More support exists for a variety of moves seen as curtailing the scope of delegated power, such as interpreting delegations narrowly or rejecting deference to agency determinations of the scope of their delegated authority. 530 All of these moves, however, accept the basic phenomenon of broad delegation and seek to tame its perceived capacity for abuse. The relevant constitutional question then becomes what the separation of powers requires in a world of substantial delegation of policymaking authority to the executive branch. It is in this context that the administrative state is constitutionally obligatory.

Put differently, the modern national administrative state is the constitutionally mandated consequence of delegation. 531 To see why, begin with the Constitution’s requirement that the President shall “take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed.” 532 It follows that the administrative capacity the President needs in order to satisfy the take care duty is also required. So far, few would disagree. 533 What does that administrative capacity entail in the context of broad delegations? For starters, it means sufficient bureaucratic apparatus and supervisory mechanisms to adequately oversee execution of these delegated powers. It also requires sufficient administrative resources and personnel, in particular adequate executive branch expertise and specialization, to be able to faithfully execute these delegated responsibilities in contexts of tremendous uncertainty and complexity. 534 Arguably, this means that professional and expert government employees are now constitutionally

---

529 See supra notes 118–19 and accompanying text. Justice Gorsuch has indicated some sympathy with Justice Thomas’s view. See supra note 120.

530 See, e.g., City of Arlington v. FCC, 569 U.S. 290, 316–17 (2013) (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (arguing it is the role of the courts to determine whether agency has been delegated jurisdiction); Cass R. Sunstein, Nondelegation Canons, 67 U. CHI. L. REV. 315, 331 (2000).

531 Cf. Greene, supra note 490, at 124 (“If we accept sweeping delegations of lawmaking power to the President, then to capture accurately the framers’ principles… we must also accept some (though not all) congressional efforts at regulating presidential lawmaking.”); Ilan Wurman, Constitutional Administration, 69 STAN. L. REV. 359, 362–63 (2017) (arguing for accepting the reality of delegation and analyzing what administrative structures would follow under formalist constitutionalist principles).

532 U.S. CONST. art. II, § 3.

533 See supra notes 465–69 and accompanying text (discussing the constitutional benefits of bureaucratic accountability). Compare Free Enter. Fund v. Pub. Co. Accounting Oversight Bd., 561 U.S. 477, 484 (2010) (“The President cannot ‘take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed’ if he cannot oversee the faithfulness of the officers who execute them.” (quoting U.S. CONST. art. II, § 3)), with Strauss, supra note 55, at 704–05 (“Where Congress has assigned a function to a named agency subject to its oversight and the discipline of judicial review, the President’s role — like that of the Congress and the courts — is that of overseer and not decider.”).

534 Cf. VERMEULE, supra note 147, at 126–54 (describing the “pervasive presence of uncertainty in the administrative state,” id. at 153).
required as well, and perhaps also the civil service, insofar as such career staff are necessary to ensure expertise and institutional stability in agencies.\textsuperscript{535}

Simply from the proposition that delegated power must be faithfully executed, then, the outlines of a constitutionally mandated administrative state begin to emerge. Moreover, from this proposition some proposed anti-administrative measures, such as massively underfunding the EPA without altering its statutory responsibilities or repealing environmental rules necessary to implement delegated authority without adopting an alternative enforcement regime,\textsuperscript{536} begin to look constitutionally suspect.

Admittedly, the claim that the Constitution necessitates some level of administrative resources, personnel, and activity seems to impute more of a positive rights aspect to our generally negative rights constitutional order. An alternative view might insist that all the Constitution requires is that the President ensure the laws are executed as faithfully as possible given the resources Congress has provided, and that the Constitution grants Congress discretion over whether and how much to fund.\textsuperscript{537} Yet such a view ignores the extent to which, combined with delegation, the take care duty and broader duty to supervise do carry an affirmative dimension. Delegation comes with constitutional strings attached. Having chosen to delegate broad responsibilities to the executive branch, Congress has a duty to provide the resources necessary for the executive branch to adequately fulfill its constitutional functions.\textsuperscript{538} To be clear, such a duty is unlikely to be judicially enforceable. Judicially manageable standards for determining what counts as adequate supervision, staffing, and resources to fulfill delegated responsibilities will often be lacking, and a severe risk exists that courts would intrude on the constitutional responsibilities of the other branches were they to seek to play an enforcement role.\textsuperscript{539} Yet that the duty is dependent on the political branches for its realization does not affect its constitutional basis.

The constitutional consequences of delegation can be pushed further, to include a requirement of some internal administrative constraints of

\textsuperscript{535} See BROWNLOW REPORT, supra note 423, at 7 (arguing that modern government “requires personnel of the highest order”); Michaels, supra note 471, at 237–39.


\textsuperscript{537} Cf. U.S. CONST. art. I, §§ 7–8 (discussing Congress’s powers to raise revenues and make appropriations).

\textsuperscript{538} See Metzger, The Constitutional Duty to Supervise, supra note 260, at 1886–97.

\textsuperscript{539} See id. at 1906–07.
Such a requirement would rest on the danger that broad delegations to the executive branch may create an imbalance of power among the branches and breed presidential unilateralism. Moreover, external checks by Congress and the courts may be limited in practice. Thus, arguably, an additional constitutional string on delegations to the executive branch is that such delegations must be structured so as to limit the potential for aggrandizement and preserve checks and balances on governmental power. But even if delegation necessitates some internal constraint, it is harder (but not impossible) to claim that a specific checking measure is required. Moreover, even deriving a general requirement of internal constraint is debatable, given the constitutional value also attached to effective governance and to presidential oversight and supervisory control over the executive branch. Hence, the fact that internal constraints play an important constitutional function in implementing the separation of powers is not enough, on its own, to conclude that such structural measures are constitutionally mandated.

Finally, what about delegation itself: should any delegations of authority to the executive branch that typify contemporary government be considered constitutionally mandated? The idea that delegation mandates delegation has an obvious and troubling circularity. It also risks undercutting a critical formal link to democratic choices that justifies imposing conditions from delegation. If Congress lacks power to rescind delegations, and if delegations come with substantial administrative requirements attached, then decisions about the shape of government are no longer subject to popular control. In the end, however, the most important point is that the phenomenon of delegation represents such a fundamental and necessary feature of contemporary government that it is mandatory in practice. And from delegation key features of the administrative state follow.

---

540 See supra notes 474–88 and accompanying text.

541 See Metzger & Stack, supra note 459, at 1263–64 (describing limitations of external constraints on agencies); see also Wurman, supra note 531, at 385–89 (arguing that allowing the legislative veto would significantly enhance Congress’s capacity to check the executive branch and should be held constitutional as a result of delegation).

542 See Farina, supra note 194, at 487, 497–98 (“The issue posed by the delegation of regulatory authority has come to be viewed purely in terms of whether the new allocation of power can be adequately checked...." Id. at 487; Greene, supra note 490, at 125–26 (“[M]uch of the Court’s post–New Deal checks and balances jurisprudence can be justified as an attempt to ensure fidelity to the original understanding of checks and balances in a post–nondelegation doctrine world.”); Kevin M. Stack, The Constitutional Foundations of Chenery, 116 YALE L.J. 952, 1004 (2007) (arguing that Chenery’s contemporaneous statement requirement serves to cabin delegated power).

The requirement of some internal executive branch division also follows from the prohibition on “omnicompetent” and “omnipowered” delegations that Professor Todd Rakoff identifies as the A.L.A. Schechter principle. Todd D. Rakoff, The Shape of the Law in the American Administrative State, 11 TEL AVIV U. STUD. L. 9, 21–24 (1992).

543 See supra notes 534–35 and accompanying text (arguing that professional staff and the civil service may be required today).
2. Delegation and Current Anti-Administrative Challenges. — Recognizing the implications of delegation has particular relevance for current constitutional attacks on the administrative state. Many of the features of the administrative state that anti-administrativists condemn — the combination of legislative, executive, and judicial powers; administrative adjudication of private rights; and judicial deference to administrative statutory interpretations — arguably follow simply from the phenomenon of delegation.

Take first the combination of powers: Adequately supervising executive branch personnel to ensure they faithfully execute their delegated responsibilities means agency officials must specify what those responsibilities are for agency staff — and the broader the delegation, the more specification is required. This entails interpreting statutes delegating authority to determine what they require and allow, as well as developing and adopting policy that conforms to those delegations. Moreover, faithfully executing delegated authority also entails applying these policies and requirements to specific actions and contexts within their ambit. Such actions of interpretation and application can be viewed as simply different dimensions of executing the law, or as combined exercises of legislative, adjudicatory, and executive powers.\textsuperscript{544} The broader the delegation, as Chief Justice Roberts suggested, the more the latter appears descriptively accurate.\textsuperscript{545} Either way, the important point is that these actions become constitutionally necessary activities for executive branch officials to perform as a result of delegation. Furthermore, the constitutional imperatives to ensure that delegated authority is faithfully executed and to supervise delegated power entail that high-level agency officials be able to review applications of that authority by lower-level agency staff. Or in other words, these legislative, judicial, and executive functions must be combined not just in executive branch agencies, but more particularly in the heads of departments charged with overseeing their respective department’s activities.

Full-blown administrative adjudication follows less obviously from delegation. It seems a stretch to claim that faithfully executing delegated authority requires agencies to do so through a trial-type proceeding. Certainly, if Congress has required an agency to implement its delegated authority through rulemaking, it would be implausible to claim that an agency must nonetheless engage in administrative adjudication to faithfully execute its delegated powers. Similarly, if Congress has prohibited or even not authorized an agency to issue binding rules, then the power

\textsuperscript{544} See Magill, \textit{supra} note 491, at 608–26; \textit{see also} City of Arlington v. FCC, 569 U.S. 290, 305 n.4 (2013) (“Agencies make rules . . . and conduct adjudications . . . and have done so since the beginning of the Republic. These activities take ‘legislative’ and ‘judicial’ forms, but they are exercises of . . . the ‘executive Power.’” (quoting U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 1)).

\textsuperscript{545} \textit{City of Arlington}, 569 U.S. at 315 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting).
to do so cannot be inferred from delegation.\textsuperscript{546} On the other hand, the constitutional requirement to ensure that delegated authority is faithfully executed does entail action applying that authority. That means agency staff will need to engage in actions that qualify as adjudication in the constitutional sense — applying general rules to specific cases.\textsuperscript{547} And insofar as an agency is therefore depriving an individual of property or liberty in a manner that would trigger due process, it may be required to provide notice and an opportunity to be heard before acting.\textsuperscript{548} Hence, some form of administrative adjudication may follow as a constitutionally necessary consequence of delegation.

This leaves the question of judicial deference, increasingly the flashpoint for anti-administrativist attacks.\textsuperscript{549} Although some anti-administrativists maintain that judicial deference is prohibited by Article III, giving due weight to delegation complicates such a claim. As Professor Henry Monaghan elaborated before \textit{Chevron} was decided, judicial deference can be viewed as simply an acknowledgement of the scope of authority delegated to the executive branch.\textsuperscript{550} Unless such delegations are unconstitutional, the constitutional separation of powers system requires that the courts honor congressional policy choices. And honoring congressional choices to delegate means deferring to agency judgments within the sphere of the agency’s constitutionally delegated authority.\textsuperscript{551}

This delegation argument for deference is contingent on a determination that Congress has delegated authority over the question at issue.\textsuperscript{552} That is a question subject to robust debate. Scholars have long criticized \textit{Chevron}’s presumption that when Congress delegates agency authority to implement a statute it intends to delegate authority to fill

\textsuperscript{546} Current doctrine requires Congress to authorize rulemaking for an agency to have power to do so, although grants of rulemaking authority are read broadly. \textit{See} Am. Mining Cong. v. Mine Safety & Health Admin., 995 F.2d 1106, 1109 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (“We have said that a rule has [the] force [of law] only if Congress has delegated legislative power to the agency and if the agency intended to exercise that power in promulgating the rule.”); \textit{see also} Thomas W. Merrill & Kathryn Tongue Watts, \textit{Agency Rules with the Force of Law: The Original Convention}, 116 HARV. L. REV. 467, 472, 544–70 (2002) (describing the current practice of reading rulemaking grants broadly and arguing this approach is historically mistaken).

\textsuperscript{547} \textit{See} Londoner v. City & County of Denver, 210 U.S. 373, 385–86 (1908).

\textsuperscript{548} \textit{See} id.

\textsuperscript{549} \textit{See supra} section I.B.2, pp. 24–28.

\textsuperscript{550} Monaghan, \textit{supra} note 235, at 26 (“Judicial deference to agency ‘interpretation’ of law is simply one way of recognizing a delegation of law-making authority to an agency.” (emphasis omitted)).

\textsuperscript{551} \textit{See}, e.g., Strauss, \textit{supra} note 244, at 1145 (discussing “\textit{Chevron} space”).

\textsuperscript{552} \textit{See}, e.g., King v. Burwell, 135 S. Ct. 2480, 2489 (2015) (“It is especially unlikely that Congress would have delegated this decision to the IRS, which has no expertise in crafting health insurance policy of this sort.”); FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 159 (2000) (“In extraordinary cases, however, there may be reason to hesitate before concluding that Congress has intended such an implicit delegation.”).
gaps and ambiguities in the statute, arguing that the presumption is empirically unsound, at odds with the APA’s text, and in tension with institutional incentives. Others have countered that the presumption has greater empirical, textual, and institutional support than generally allowed, particularly given that the question is not whether Congress has delegated but whether it has chosen an agency or a court as its delegate.\textsuperscript{553} To some extent, the answer to this question turns on the level at which it is asked — congressional intent to delegate authority on a specific issue is much harder to presume, but congressional intent to give an agency broad authority to implement a statutory regime is easier to identify.\textsuperscript{554} Regardless, this debate does not undercut the constitutional point that if Congress has delegated such authority, then a necessary consequence of acknowledging Congress’s power to delegate is that courts should defer to agencies’ exercise of their delegated authority — and Chief Justice Roberts has acknowledged as much.\textsuperscript{555} Hence, a strong case can be made that accepting delegation does beget deference, leaving open the question of how much evidence of delegation should be required.

Moreover, the strongest separation of powers responses to this delegation argument for deference also sound in delegation terms. Professor Cynthia Farina’s critique of Chevron, for example, contends that the Chevron doctrine misunderstands the basis on which broad congressional delegations to the executive branch are constitutional: “If Congress chooses to delegate regulatory authority to agencies, part of the price of delegation may be that the court, not the agency, must hold the power to say what the statute means.”\textsuperscript{556} This view that the constitutional “price” of delegation is independent judicial judgment is debatable. It is at odds not only with Monaghan’s account but also that offered by Chief Justice Roberts in City of Arlington, under which the “price” of delegation is determining whether Congress has delegated jurisdiction over the issue in question, with Chevron deference acceptable if so.\textsuperscript{557} Perhaps most interestingly, however, Farina offers this argument not as


\textsuperscript{554} See City of Arlington v. FCC, 569 U.S. 290, 307 (2013) (arguing that delegation should be assessed at a general level).

\textsuperscript{555} Id. at 316 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{556} Farina, supra note 194, at 498.

\textsuperscript{557} See City of Arlington, 569 U.S. at 317 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (“Whether Congress has conferred such power is the ‘relevant question’ of law that must be answered before affording Chevron deference.” (alteration in original) (quoting 5 U.S.C. § 706 (2012))); Monaghan, supra note 235.
an attack on administrative government as unconstitutional, but instead much on the terms sketched here: accepting delegation and assessing what constitutional requirements follow.

CONCLUSION

The 1930s are long past, but eerily salient today in the face of widespread attacks on the national administrative state. Encompassing measures from budgetary and regulatory rollbacks to broad new legislative constraints on rulemaking to legal challenges questioning the fundamental constitutionality of administrative government, these attacks harken back to battles over administrative governance that took place during the New Deal. As was true in that era, contemporary anti-administrativism is inseparably political and constitutional, rooted in conservative antistatist constitutional commitments and opposition to strong regulatory government. Yet to the extent anti-administrativism rests on fears of unconstrained and consolidated power, the administrative state is the solution and not the problem. Against a background of broad delegations to the executive branch and rising presidential unilateralism, the administrative state performs essential constitutional functions in supervising, constraining, and effectuating executive power. Even further, in the world of broad delegations in which we live, core features of the administrative state are now constitutionally required. Few anti-administrativists are willing to seriously challenge delegation, and judicial anti-administrativism in particular has a notably rhetorical air, seemingly unwilling to follow through on the radical implications of its constitutional complaints.

It is time to move past the constitutional anti-administrativism of the 1930s. That constitutional vision failed to persuade in its own time and is now deeply out of step with the realities of national government. Repeatedly voicing its claims threatens the administrative state’s legitimacy for little practical gain and risks further politicizing the Court. Doing so also precludes developing accounts of the separation of powers that accept and build on the administrative state’s essential role in our constitutional order. Particularly in the face of the current siege of the administrative state, there is a pressing need for engagement on questions too long excluded from our reigning constitutional discourse, such as the scope and nature of constitutional obligations to govern.